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CLAMSHELL BLUFF, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS

Editor's note: In a departure from the usual format, the papers in this issue of the Bulletin, by Shirley
Blancke, Elinor Downs, Tonya Baroody Largy, and Anders Rhodin, with contributions by Russell

Barber, all focus on one of the most important prehistoric sites in Massachusetts - Clamshell Bluff, in

Concord.

THE CONCORD SHELL HEAP AND FIELD AT CLAMSHELL BLUFF:
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

Shirley Blancke

INTRODUCTION

An unusually large inland shell midden,
situated on the edge of a high bank, Clamshell
Bluff, along the Sudbury River, has been well
known for one hundred and sixty years. De
scribed by Henry David Thoreau among others,
it was frequented throughout the 19th and early
20th centuries by distinguished scholars, who
often referred to it as the Concord Shell Heap.
A midden of freshwater mussels (sometimes
called clams), it lay at the western end of a
field which extended the length of the bluff -

Shell Heap Field.
About 1940 a major highway was

constructed across the Shell Heap field, and in
the 1960s the Shell Heap midden was paved
over as a hospital parking lot. By the mid
1980s, no remaining site profile or identifiable
archaeological shell remains could be found.

Over the years, artifacts were collected
from both the midden and the field. The histo
ry of collecting at the site was of more than
usual interest, not only because of the personal
ities involved, but also because of the quality of
some of the collections, both in the quantity and
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type of material collected and the extent to
which it was catalogued. Further, a founding
member of the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society, Benjamin L. Smith, had conducted a
limited excavation of the midden and published
a report (Smith 1940).

In 1983, after turtle bone had been
identified in the Smith collection (Johnson &

Mahlstedt 1984), a group of archaeologists and
faunal specialists met to consider the feasibility
of reconstructing the site's past, by applying
modern techniques and insights to the old
collected data. The reports presented in this
issue of the Bulletin examine the available arti
factual and faunal evidence as a basis for site
interpretations. The reports demonstrate the
possibilities and limitations of retrieving infor
mation from old resources that have been
curated but not analyzed, and they provide fresh
perspectives and a reassuring consensus about
the long past history of Clamshell Bluff.

History of the Site Collections

Large quantities of clam-shells (mus
sels) left by Indians at Clamshell Bluff were
first mentioned by Concord historian Lemuel
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Shattuck in 1835 (Shattuck 1835:3). Henry
David Thoreau's description of the midden's
profile in his journal for 1860 still provides data
unavailable from any other source (Thoreau
1860: Aug. 22). During the 19th and early
20th centuries, many who visited Clamshell
Bluff made collections or recorded their impres
sions of the midden.

A distinguished early visitor was Jef
fries Wyman who in 1867 started the Peabody
Museum at Harvard University with his collec
tion from the Concord Shell Heap. In the same
year a description of the site was given to the
Boston Society of Natural History by Horace
Mann of Cambridge (Boston Society of Natural
History 1867:243). But Wyman's publications
the next year were on coastal middens with no
reference to Concord (Wyman 1868a; 1868b).
The Peabody Museum later acquired two more
Concord Shell Heap collections from J. H.
Sears and George Frazar (Peabody Museum
1876:17; 1884:424). All of these collections
were catalogued with a Concord Shell Heap
provenience for individual artifacts and faunal
material.

Collecting as a serious hobby had been

started in Concord by Thoreau who only occa
sionally recorded a provenience for his arti
facts. By contrast some who followed him
catalogued their extensive material carefully.
Four of these collections are now in the Con
cord Museum and contain material from midden
and field at Clamshell Bluff. Two were made
by Adams Tolman and Alfred Hosmer in the
last decade of the 19th century and first of the
20th century (Blancke 1978). The Foss-Barrett
Brown collection was made by three Concord
families in about the same period.

The fourth collection at the Concord
Museum containing Clamshell Bluff material
was made by Benjamin L. Smith in the 1920s
to 1940s (Johnson and Mahlstedt 1984:60).
Smith loaned a small part of his collection,
including material from the Shell Heap, to the
Thoreau Lyceum where it remained until that
institution closed last year (Thoreau Lyceum
1966:2). Smith, of the Massachusetts Archaeo
logical Society, carried out an excavation of the
midden under the auspices of Warren K.
Moorehead, who also dug there (Smith 1940;
Moorehead 1931). An earlier archaeologist
who dug and described the midden's profile
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was Oric Bates (Bates 1912).
Two collecting contemporaries of

Benjamin Smith with material from Clamshell
Bluff who curate their own collections are
Joseph Bartolomeo and Charles Dee (Blancke
1981). Dale Farrell was given an artifact from
the midden by Smith.

Provenience Analysis of the Collections

Material from 11 collections was used
in reconstructing the sites' history (Table 1),
but the bulk of the data came from eight:
Wyman, Sears, Frazar, Tolman, Hosmer, Foss
Barrett-Brown, Smith, and Bartolomeo. A very
few artifacts came from the collections of
Thoreau, Dee, and Farrell. Only three collec
tions, those of Wyman, Sears, and Smith, pro
vided material for the faunal reports.

Although the collected materials are
catalogued as coming from the Concord Shell
Heap, or Shell Heap Field, or other names for
that area, it is best not to assume that these

names denoted a careful distinction between the
midden (l9-MD-388) and field (l9-MD-116)
sites on the part of the collectors. To attempt
to control for this, a detailed assessment of the
collections' proveniences was undertaken. This
became an integral part of the artifact analysis
and provided important reassurances that the
faunal material came from the midden.

The faunal materials could reasonably
be judged to have come from the Shell Heap.
Wyman and Sears were interested in shell
middens and Smith reported bone from his
excavation (1940:21).

A different situation pertained to the
artifacts, which it was feared could not be
reliably separated by site on the basis of the
collectors' catalogues alone. Since the focus of
these studies was the Shell Heap, it was neces
sary to try to isolate the midden artifacts both to

compare them with the field material and for
the purposes of making a more detailed descrip
tion. The provenience analysis established
criteria drawn from eyewitness accounts of the
midden and its contents to rank the collections
into four categories, which are described at the
beginning of the artifact analysis.

Site Structure: The Midden and the Field

Clamshell Bluff is a 28 ft (8.5 m) bank
on the north side of the Sudbury River where
the river bends about a mile south of its junc
tion with the Concord River. The river has
exposed a mixed deposit of sand, gravel, silt,
and clay, described as a glaciolacustrine depos
it, which belongs to the low level of Glacial
Lake Concord (Koteff 1964).

The midden (19-MD-388) and field (19
MD-116) sites were situated on top of the bank
which is now paved over as a parking lot and
roadbed for Route 2. An archaeological survey
for a new building project at Emerson Hospital

determined in 1985 that no intact profile from
the midden still existed (Davin 1985). Conse
quently it is necessary to reconstruct the nature
of the site from previously recorded data.

During the nineteenth century the bank
was eroding, but by 1930 it had stabilized:

The river at this spot makes a 90
degree bend from a northerly to
an easterly direction... and the
gravelly bank, in the top of which
the shell heap lies, slopes off at
about a 30 degree angle to a
muddy, overgrown beach some
30 feet wide.... There is a small
stretch of gravel beach, back of
which some years ago was a fine
spring.... Erosion has now cut the
bank back to an angle where
grass can take root on the slope
so that little of the deposit re-
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Figure 1. B. L. Smith's diagram of the midden (see 50 foot [15 m] roadway for scale).

mains exposed (Smith 1940: 18,
19).

Benjamin Smith estimated that he exca

vated half the midden, the rest having been dis

turbed (Smith 1940:23), and through test-pits he

determined it was approximately 90 feet (27 m)

long by 60 feet (18 m) wide. It was roughly

semicircular with its south edge close to the

river bank (Figure 1). The west side of the

midden was bounded by a ravine; further east

another ravine cut into the middle of it, and

gravel washed from both these to the beach

(Smith 1940:20). A profile of the midden in

1860, revealed by the eastern ravine, was

recorded by Thoreau:

The recent heavy rains
have washed away the bank here
considerably. . .. On the edge of
the ravine whose beginning I

. witnessed, one foot beneath the
surface and just over a layer
some thee inches thick of pure
shells and ashes,--a gray-white
line on the face of the c1iffu l find
several pieces of Indian pot
tery.... (M)ore fragments ... have
been washed down the sandy
slope.. .. There was under this
spot and under the layer of shells
a manifest hollowness in the
ground, not yet filled up. I find
many small pieces of bone in the
soil of this bank, probably of
animals the Indians ate (Thoreau
1860: August 22).
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In addition to lenses of shell and ash, a

pattern of uneven clustering of shells was also

indicated:

In another part of the bank, in the
midst of a much larger heap of
shells which has been exposed, I
found a delicate stone tool. .. (Tho
reau 1860: August 22).

Thoreau also recorded finding three

arrowheads and a chisel (1857: July 5), not

identifiable in his collection, and he was report

ed to have found the upper arm of a beaver,

sherds and arrowheads (Boston Society of

Natural History 1867:243), and one or two

plummets (Bates 1912:54).

Several people reported on the depth

and thickness of the shell deposit which appar

ently varied considerably. Bates dug into a

"meagre" deposit of shells 8 inches (20 cm)

deep (1912:54). Moorehead indicated the layer

was 2 feet (60 cm) deep "in certain places" and

that the bottom-layer shells were very badly

decayed: there was considerable ash, many

chips and rejects, a few animal bones, and very

few projectile points (Moorehead 1931 :27;

Smith 1940: 15). Smith found that the midden

deposit varied from 1 to 15 inches (2-38 cm) in

thickness, and was covered with topsoil 4 to 6

inches (10-15 cm) deep respectively. Turtle

shell was scattered throughout, and very pro

fusely in the middle and lower levels (Smith

1940:21,25).

Smith also noted features. Groups of

stones arranged roughly as fireplaces with many

fragments of badly burned and crumbling stone

were found "here and there" throughout the

deposit. He identified four, one of which

contained carbonized bark scales. They did not

contain remains greatly differing from other

parts of the deposit (Smith 1940:21,22). Pre

sumably some were found in the area marked

"camp" on his diagram (Figure 1).

No eyewitness who described the pro

file, including Thoreau, the earliest, said that

the midden was deep, so that Adams Tolman's

assertion that hundreds of bushels of shells

were removed from it to fertilize the fields is

doubtful. That some were taken for that pur

pose was attested by shell fragments visible in

the fields (Smith 1940:15,18,19). Tolman

stated that deer, small wild animals, and com

mon game birds were represented by the bones

(Tolman 1902: 14).

Immediately adjacent to the midden, and

stretching eastwards along the north bank of the

Sudbury river, was a 50 acre (0.2 km2) field,

Shell Heap Field, where surface finds abound

ed. Smith considered it a habitation site.

During the cutting of Route 2 which bisected it,

fire pits were exposed containing gouges and

other artifacts (Smith 1940:21). Exposed on the

northern side of the cut was a small deposit of

shells at the eastern edge of the field. Shellfish

may still be found living in the river at that

point.
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CLAMSHELL BLUFF: ARTIFACT ANALYSES

Shirley Blancke, with a Contribution by Russell Barber

In order to describe artifacts from two
sites at Clamshell Bluff, Concord Shell Heap
(19-MD-388), a midden, and Shell Heap field
(l9-MD-116), a habitation site, it was deemed
necessary to undertake a provenience analysis
of the collections to separate artifacts by site
with a greater degree of confidence than that
provided by relying on catalogued site names
alone (Blancke 1995). This provenience analy
sis was based on several criteria such as eyewit
ness accounts of the nature of the midden and
its contents, and known interests or activities of
the collectors. The analysis divided the eight
collections that contained the bulk of the materi
al into four provenience categories, which are
described below together with the criteria on
which they were based. The first three proven
ience categories contain most of the midden
artifacts, and were ranked with respect to the
degree of likelihood that they were from the
Concord Shell Heap. These categories were
labelled from 1 to 3 as "most likely," "likely,"
and "quite likely." The fourth category, with
some material from category 2, represents the
field site.

Provenience Categories of the Collections

Category 1 (most likely to be Shell Heap). The
Wyman and Sears collections had catalogued
Concord Shell Heap proveniences for individual
artifacts. Both collections were placed in
category 1 as the most likely to have come
from the midden. The bases for that assess-

Copyright 1995 Shirley Blancke

ment were that both collections contained bone
and shell materials; that Wyman's and Sears'
interests were in shell middens; and Moore
head's statement that the midden contained very
few projectile points (Moorehead 1931 :27).
Also, many of the artifacts were patinated or
stained as if burned, which Smith stated was a
characteristic of midden artifacts (Smith 1940:
18,22). After inspection, the Frazar collection
was included in this category because, although
it had no organic materials, its artifact profile
was similar to that of Wyman's and Sears':
few projectile points, plus implement blades,
perforators, and chipping waste.

Category 2 (likely Shell Heap, some Field).
Smith's collection was assigned to a second
provenience category because of its special
problems. It contained organic materials from
his excavations, and fitted the other criteria of
category 1, but to separate excavated midden
material from that collected later in the field
was a challenge because he did not usually
distinguish between these categories in his
catalogue. Further, he left no excavation notes.
At least dates in the catalogue made it possible
to determine some of what was collected from
1944-46, after his report was published.

Some of the artifacts included in
Smith's midden list in his report (1940:22) were
missing from his catalogued collection (Table
1). Important uncatalogued material, artifacts
and fauna, came to light very recently at the
closing of the Thoreau Lyceum. Smith had set
up an exhibit at the Lyceum's opening in 1966
by which he displayed this material, labelled,
"Debris from the Shell Heap. Located west of

This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic reproduction, re-distribution,  
re-selling,loan or sub-licensing, systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is expressly forbidden. ©2011 Massachusetts Archaeological Society.
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Table I. Comparison of artifacts and chipping
waste from Benjamin L. Smith's excavation list
with that presently in his collection.

1940 1995

Porphyry chips 228 95
Quartz chips 44 16
Red jasper chips 3
Slate chips -.1

277 111

End of clay pipe-stem 1 1
Sharpened bone tool 1 ?
Bone points complete 1
Bone points broken 1 ?
Beach stone hammer 1
Chipped stone hammer 1 1
Grooved maul stone 1
Pierced pendant 1 1
Quartz arrowheads 9 11
Porphyry arrowheads 13 17
Porphyry spearhead 1
Pottery fragments 3 3
Cement fragments .1

34 38

bridge over Sudbury River on Route 2. Men
tioned by Thoreau in his Journal" (Thoreau

Lyceum 1966:2). Undoubtedly, this "debris"

represented some of his midden excavation

finds because of strong evidence of burning and

patination, which he emphasized in his report as

characteristic of midden finds (1940: 18,22).

Most of the Lyceum material, which included

the potsherds and pipe-stem, was assigned to

the midden. Smith may have interpreted two
worked bone fragments as artifacts (Largy

1995).

By comparing Smith's catalogue with
his report list, it was judged that most of the

catalogued artifacts other than projectile points
came from the field, including a pendant with

"Shell Heap Field" written on it. Only two
could be assigned to the midden, a rough core

of grey porphyritic felsite with battered edge

Figure 1. Artifacts from Concord Shell
Heap (L to R, by rows): (1) Neville-like,
green patinated felsite, Smith 18-15; (2)
Untyped, grey felsite, Wyman 41219; (3)
Susquehanna Broad-like, grey felsite,
Frazar 34052; (4) Hammerstone core,
grey felsite, Smith 18-20.

from use as a hammerstone (Figure 1:4), and a

pierced pendant ground from grey slate (Figure

2:4). Two edge tools and a perforator fragment

from the Lyceum were assigned to the midden

because they were stained.

Assignment of the projectile points in

Smith's collection was also a problem. Thir

teen porphyritic and nine quartz points were in

the midden list; seventeen "porphyritic" (i.e.

some porphyritic and others not quartz) and
eleven quartz points were in the collection.

Smith noted that many of the points from the

midden were "small triangular implements with
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Figure 2. Artifacts from Clam
shell Bluff (L to R by rows).
Shell Heap Field: (1) Winged
atlatl weight, grey-green banded
felsite, Dee. Concord Shell
Heap: (2) Thoreau's clam-open
er, grey slate, 2405; (3) Punc
tate sherd, Sears 10381; (4)
Pendant, grey slate, Smith 18-7;
(5) Strike-a-light, grey felsite,
Hosmer 2626; (6) Edge tool,
black felsite, Frazar 34054; (7)
Implement blade, grey felsite,
Wyman 40220; (8-10) Perfora
tors: black aphanitic felsite,
Sears 10379; grey felsite, Hos
mer 92; grey felsite, Frazar
34055; (11) Haematite, Hosmer
288. Photo by Hillel Burger,
Peabody Museum, Harvard
University.

Thirteen of the other points were patin
ated, stained, or burned, and were assigned to

the midden. Three out of four fine and unusual
Neville-like points illustrated by Johnson and

indented bases" (1940: 25).
This suggested Small Trian

gles. In unpublished notes at
the Concord Museum, Smith

stated that the quartz points in
the midden were burned black

while those from the field

were not. Two quartz Small

Triangles in his collection,

dated after 1944, showed no
signs of burning and were assigned to the field.
Seven out of eight Small Triangles from the

Lyceum showed heavy signs of burning, indi

cating a midden provenience.
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Mahlstedt (1984:58), one of which has been
drawn here (Figure 1: 1), were patinated, and
therefore assigned to the midden. The most
aesthetically attractive point of any was a type
II Small Stemmed point made of crystal quartz
with a fern inclusion (Figure 4: 10), which
Smith gave to Dale Farrell, telling him it came
from the Shell Heap. Of eight point fragments
from the Lyceum, six were felsite and stained,
one was crystal quartz, and one white quartz.
These were assigned to the midden.

Category 3 (quite likely Shell Heap). The
Hosmer collection's position with respect to the
others was hard to gauge so it was placed in a
third provenience category. It was judged
likely to come mainly or entirely from the mid
den because it had relatively few projectile
points and its artifact profile had some similari
ty with the first two categories (Broad Eared
points and perforators). However, it also
showed some differences (Rossville-like points,
a strike-a-light, and haematite), and there was
no organic material or chipping waste.

Category 4 (predominantly Field). Included in
a fourth provenience category were collections
judged to contain material from both the mid
den and the field, but mostly the latter. The
Tolman and Bartolomeo collections undoubtedly
contained some material from the midden, but
the large range and quantity of artifact types
together with large numbers of projectile points
indicated that material from the field predomi
nated. Bartolomeo said he collected from the
heap, but also from the 25 % of the field closest
to the heap (Blancke 1981:8). In addition ten
percent of his material was from another site
further west on the bluff, 19-MD-404. The
Foss-Barrett-Brown collection provided two
artifacts, an unusually large bifurcate point of
black porphyritic felsite (Figure 3: 1), and an
edge tool. A fine winged atlatl weight of grey-

green banded felsite with highly polished sur
face is in Charles Dee's collection (Figure 2: 1).
The artifacts from collections in this category
were assigned to the Shell Heap Field site.

Artifact Analysis Strategy

The provenience analysis of the collec
tions made possible a division of the artifacts
from Clamshell Bluff by midden and field sites.
While the ranking still left some uncertainty,
out of over 900 artifacts, 16% could be desig
nated as from the Shell Heap, and 84% from
Shell Heap Field. The strategy adopted for the
lithic analysis was to provide detailed descrip

tive and metric attributes of the artifacts from
the first three categories of collections, Le.
those assessed to have come from the midden.
The purpose of this strategy was both to focus
on the Shell Heap, and to aim to identify possi
ble sub-types within the Massachusetts Histori
cal Commission Guide's type descriptions
(1984). Differences in manufacture and mor
phology, for example, may eventually be shown
to indicate chronological or cultural subdivi
sions (Blancke 1978). Summaries are provided
below of data found in the end Tables (2 to 8).

A comparison was also made between
the Shell Heap artifacts and those from the
Field site, the latter represented by material in
provenience categories 2 and 4 (Tables 9, 10).
It seemed reasonable to assume that at least
some of the occupants of the field created the
shell midden and that it would be instructive to
compare the two.

The identified lithic types are grouped
as: projectile points, divided into diagnostic
points, Small Point tradition, and untyped;
implement blades; perforators; other lithic arti
facts; chipping waste. Ceramics are also de
scribed.
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Figure 3. Projectile points from
Clamshell Bluff (L to R by rows).
Shell Heap Field: (1) Bifurcate
point, black felsite, Foss-Barrett
Brown. Concord Shell Heap:
(2,5,7) Small Triangle: Saugus
jasper, Sears 10376; purple fel
site, Wyman 40219; mylonite,
Hosmer 551; (3) Atlantic-like,
black felsite, Sears 10378; (4,10)
Untyped: grey-green felsite, Sears
10377; white quartz, Sears 103
77; (6) Rossville-like, black
felsite, Hosmer 90; (8) Greene
like, black felsite, Wyman 40221;
(9) Large Pentagonal, black
felsite, Sears 10376. Photo by
Hillel Burger, Peabody Museum,
Harvard University.

Projectile Points. t 1 f..J em

Diagnostic points (Table 2; Figures 1-4) were

defined for the purposes of this report as those
which do not belong to the Small Point tradition
or are not untyped.

In the Wyman, Sears, and Frazar col

lections (category 1) there were two Archaic
Notched, two Atlantic-like, a Susquehanna
Broad-like point, a Large Pentagonal and a
Greene-like point. Three of these points were

stained yellow, one was patinated, and the
Greene-like point was split by a thermal frac
ture, all of which suggest that they may have
been burned, Benjamin Smith's criterion for

coming from the midden (1940: 18,22).
Benjamin Smith's collection (category

2) contained four Neville-like points, one of
which has been illustrated to demonstrate fla
king pattern (Figure 1: 1). Three of them were

patinated. There were in addition three Broad
Eared points, an Atlantic-like point, and three
Fishtail points. Four of these were patinated or
stained from burning.

In the third category, Alfred Hosmer's
collection, the diagnostic points comprised one
Stark-like point, two Archaic Notched, three
Broad Eared, a Fishtail, and three Rossville-like
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points. One of the Archaic Notched points
appeared burned on one side..

The largest group of diagnostic points
(18) consisted of types of the Late Archaic peri
od: Archaic Notched, Broad Eared, Atlantic
like, Susquehanna Broad-like, and Fishtail
points (MHC 1984: 82,84,106,108,112). The
Archaic Notched and Broad Eared types were
related by manufacturing technique (blades
often asymmetrical with shallow flaking and
fairly flat crossection), and would be covered
by a Brewerton or Laurentian designation in
New York State. Both had side notches and
usually eared bases. Their main distinguishing
characteristic was in the base: Archaic Notched
had a base broader than the blade, Broad Eared
equal to or slightly less than the blade. Broad
Eared were described by the MHC Guide as
rare in eastern Massachusetts. Three out of
five Broad Eared points from the Shell Heap
diverged slightly from the type description for
length to width ratio (1.2-2.0: 1) with higher
ratios (2.1-2.3: 1). In the Massachusetts Histor
ical Commission Guide Archaic Notched and
Broad Eared were slightly earlier in time than
Atlantic-like and Susquehanna Broad-like
points. Fishtail points represented a late phase
of the Late Archaic.

The five Neville-like and Stark-like
points indicated a Middle Archaic presence
(MHC 1984:68,74). The Neville-like points had
higher length to width ratios (2.8-3.0: 1) than
the type description (1.5-2.5: 1). The ratio for
the single Stark-like point fell within the MHC
range. Three Rossville-like points represented
the Early Woodland, and the single Greene-like
and Large Pentagonal points, the Middle Wood
land periods (MHC 1984:116,120,128). The
diagnostic points therefore covered a wide
range excepting only the earliest and latest
periods, Paleoindian, Early Archaic, and Late
Woodland.

Blancke: Artifact Analyses. Clamshell Bluff. Concord. MA.

Small Stemmed points I and II (Table 3; Figure
4). There were only three Type I points, one
of which was burned, and four type II. In the
type description Small Stemmed I and II points
were closely related; both had isosceles triangu
lar blades and nearly square stems, but type I
had finished bases (thinned, ground) and type II
unfinished. Type I was also described as
having a slightly larger range in the length to
width ratio, but type II points might be shorter
in length. Small Stemmed points had steeply
angled (beveled) blades and usually hard ham
mer percussion (MHC .1984: 88-91). By con
trast, one type I point, and three type II points
in the midden were flat in cross-section. They
were made of white quartz, and grey and purple
felsite. A type II point made of crystal quartz
with fern inclusion was very aesthetically
attractive (Fig. 4: 10).

Small Stemmed points III and IV (Table 3;
Figure 4). Only five type III points out of
twenty-four were burned. Both types III and
IV had isosceles triangular blades and tapering
stems, but type III had thinned bases and type
IV unthinned (MHC 1984:92-95). Points with
weak and uneven shoulders or none usually had
beveled cross-sections. Strong-shouldered
points usually had flat cross-sections and shal
low flaking, and were in the minority. White
quartz and black felsite with white phenocrysts
were utilized equally, with less grey porphyritic
felsite and grey-green argillite. One of the two
type IV points was made of green mylonite, a
rarely utilized stone from the Sudbury area
adjacent to Concord (Largy 1979), and neither
was burned. Four apparent Small Stemmed
points had broken bases.

Small Triangles (Table 4; Figure 3). Eight out
of thirty points were made from flakes, and
seven were burned. They were almost evenly
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Figure 4. Projectile points from
Concord Shell Heap (L to R by
rows). (1,2) Archaic Notched
points: black felsite, Wyman
40222; Sears 10377; (3-5) Broad
Eared: Melrose felsite, Smith 18
18; black felsite, Hosmer 1510;
2519; (6) Small Stemmed I: grey
felsite, Sears 10377; (7,10) Small
Stemmed II: purple felsite, Sears
10377; crystal quartz, Farrell;
(8,9) Small Stemmed III: black
felsite, both Sears 10377; (11-14)
Fishtail: grey-green argillite,
Smith 18-23; black felsite, Smith
18-16; Smith 18-10; Neponset
felsite, Hosmer 508. Photo by
Hillel Burger, Peabody Museum,
Harvard University.

divided between points with

steeply beveled blades with

radiating axes to the comers,
and those with flat cross-section

and shallow flaking pattern.

The MHC guide described them

as having flat or variable fla-

king (1984:98). Sides were

excurvate or straight, and rarely
recurvate on one side. Bases were more often

incurvate than straight. White quartz and black

felsite with white phenocrysts were utilized in

equal amounts, and more rarely, purple por

phyritic felsite, grey porphyritic felsite, grey

green argillite, and green mylonite.

Small Point tradition. The Small Stemmed and
Small Triangle points of this tradition displayed

two different manufacturing techniques at the
Shell Heap. The majority were made with

steeply angled blades, but an almost equal

number had flat cross-sections with shallow soft

hammer percussion flaking and trimming.

Whether this has any implications for dating or

cultural origin is not known. Small Triangles
and Small Stemmed III points were in consider

ably larger numbers than the other types.
Materials used were primarily white quartz and

black felsite with white phenocrysts. Thirteen
out of 63 showed signs of burning.

Small Stemmed I (Merrimack) points
belong to the end of the Middle Archaic period

and the beginning of the Late Archaic. They
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were succeeded in the Late Archaic at the
Neville site on the Merrimack river in New
Hampshire by Small Triangles, Small Stemmed
II (Wading River) points, and Small Stemmed
III (Squibnocket) points in that order. There
was substantial overlap between these three
however (Dincauze 1976:90,91,103,126). A
similar configuration may be inferred for the
Concord Shell Heap since the Concord river is
a tributary of the Merrimack, and early peoples
travelled the rivers.

Small Triangle points are defined as
Late Archaic, but may be difficult to distinguish
from small triangular points occurring in the
Woodland period. One untyped point from the
Hosmer collection (No. 1044) was morphologi
cally like a Large Triangle point except that it
was too narrow.

Untyped points and fragments. There were
four untyped points and eleven untyped point
fragments. A white quartz point (H1044, L:
2.6 cm, W: 2.3 cm), like a Large Triangle, was
too narrow for the Large Triangle type descrip
tion. Two points had equilateral triangular
blades and contracting stems and were made of
grey-green felsite and white quartz (Fig. 3:
4,10). The quartz point was stained and had a

basal notch like a Neville point. The base of
the felsite point was unthinned. The fourth had
an equilateral triangular blade with square,
thinned stem, and was made of patinated grey
felsite (Fig. 1:2). Of the point fragments six
were of stained felsite; the rest were of crystal
quartz, white quartz, grey felsite, white-veined
grey felsite, and black felsite with white pheno
crysts.

Implement Blades, Perforators, and Other
Lithic Artifacts

Most of the eleven implement blades

(Table 6; Figure 2) were bifacial as defined in
the MHC Guide (1984: 143-145), but one unifa
cial blade, and one with a flake surface partially
trimmed, fitted morphologically into a category
of blades approximately 6-7 cm in length by 4
cm in width. Bases were convex, straight, and
one was recurvate. Two of the straight base
fragments were from smaller blades, 2.5 cm in
width. Most of the blades were made of black
felsite with white phenocrysts.

Nine perforators (Table 7; Figure 2)
which comprised five simple and two expanded
end types, and tip and median fragments, came
from the Sears, Fraza,r, Hosmer, and Smith
collections. A variety of lithic materials were
used.

Other lithic artifacts (Table 8; Figures
1,2) from the midden included three edge tools,
one ovoid and two teardrop, Thoreau's "clam
opener", a piece of polished haematite, a slate

pendant, a small pestle, a strike-a-light, a
hammerstone-core, a gouge fragment, and a
lanceolate bifacial blade fragment.

Chipping waste: Trade and Interaction

Chipping waste (Table 5) was collected
by Wyman, Sears, Frazar, and Smith. The
types of stone with the most waste were black
felsite with white phenocrysts, grey felsite with
black and white phenocrysts, and white quartz,
which accurately reflects their usage for projec
tile points. Grey-green aphanitic (Melrose)
felsite occurred rarely among the points how
ever. Other types of stone including the purple
and red felsites, quartzites, and argillite oc
curred sparsely.

Sources of the lithic materials found in
the Shell Heap provided evidence for trade or
interaction; the four types of stone used most
frequently came from three widely divergent
areas. Much use was made of white quartz,
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locally available as pebbles in the gravels of the
glacial moraines and kames which constituted
the hills in the vicinity of the site. The only
other local material was green mylonite from
Sudbury of which very slight use was made.

Utilized as heavily as quartz were
stones from two distant source areas, the Lynn
volcanics due east, and the Dover-Westwood
Blue Hills volcanics 20 to 25 miles in a straight
line southeast of the site.

From the Lynn region black porphyritic
felsite was utilized most, but red felsites and
red rhyolite (Saugus "jasper") found in the
same area were in small quantities at the Shell
Heap. These sources were accessible from the
sea coast in the Marblehead area and from the
Saugus river. Melrose grey-green felsite could
be reached from the Mystic river (Anthony et
al. 1980; Haynes 1985).

The most likely source for the heavily
utilized grey porphyritic felsite was the Dover
Westwood-Blue Hills region to the southeast.
In this region may be found a wide variety of
porphyritic and banded felsites in varying
shades of grey, including blue-grey and almost
black.

The Blue Hills would have been acces
sible by water from the site by traveling south
(upstream) on the Sudbury river, and portaging
short distances between various lakes in the
Cochituate area to the Charles river. Following
the Charles downstream, the grey felsite areas
would have been reached first and would have
entailed a journey of about 25 miles. Beyond
them the coastal Lynn volcanics were at a
distance by water of some 50 miles. These
areas could also have been reached without
portaging by traveling north and east on the
Concord and Merrimack rivers and south along
the coast, but the distance would have been
doubled.

The Neponset river flows close to the
Charles in the Blue Hills area and one artifact

of characteristic red-banded beige felsite from
that drainage was found at the site. The source
of the few purple felsite artifacts at the shell
heap could have been via that river from the
Mattapan volcanics rather than the Lynn area
since the southern red felsites tend to be more
purple in hue than the northern.

The utilization of lithic raw materials
from distances 25 to 50 miles from the site far
outweighed the use of locally available stone.
This is a finding similar to that at the Wheeler
site on the Merrimack river where it was in
ferred that superior stone, whether for techno
logical or aesthetic reasons, was deliberately
sought after for the making of tools (Barber
1982:55). A point of crystal quartz with fern
inclusion suggested that aesthetics may also
have played a role at the Clamshell Bluff.

Other types of stone used in very small
quantities were grey and tan or buff quartzites,
for which sources are known near the head
waters of the Sudbury and Assabet rivers, and
argillites and shale, which occur in many places
in the Boston Basin (Anthony et al. 1980:37,
44).

Ceramics

The Sears collection, by Russell Barber. The
ceramic assemblage in the Sears collection
consists of only two sherds. The first is a
typical Middle Woodland sherd (Fig. 2:3); the
second is highly atypical and of unknown
period.

The Middle Woodland specimen is a
rimsherd about 4 by 3 cm and 1.0 cm thick.
Its lip is slightly everted and has been rolled
slightly to produce a slight thickening and
overhang on the outer surface. This overhang,
in turn, has been marked with oblique (lower
left to upper right) impressions on the outer
upper corner. Each impression is about 0.3 cm
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across and separated from adjacent impressions
by about 0.3 cm. The portion of the sherd
below the lip is marked with a series of parallel
dentate stampings. Four lines are visible on
this piece, each line separated from the next by
about 0.5 cm. Minor misalignments show that
the teeth of the dentate stamp were oriented
vertically for the decoration. The top two rows
show discrete impressions, but the bottom two
rows are connected where the tool was not
raised completely between stampings, creating
an effect akin to pseudo-scallop shell decora
tion. All of these techniques and motifs are
typical of Middle Woodland ceramics in eastern
Massachusetts.

The second sherd, about the same size
and thickness, is trapezoidal in cross-section but
clearly has not been broken along coil lines or
other internal joints. Edges are too acute for it
to have been part of a strap handle. Its larger
surface, here called "upper" for convenience, is
somewhat incurved. The unusual cross-section
seems to be the result of hand molding, fol
lowed by cutting of the upper surface (parallel

to the upper surface) when leather hard. This
conclusion is based on the presence of parallel
microscopic striations on the lower surface,
some of which have been cut or terminated by
firing blisters; in some cases, temper is pulled
out but deposited adjacent to its original posi
tion.

The form of the sherd makes its posi
tion in a vessel or other ceramic artifact diffi
cult to determine, and its technology makes its
date unclear. The tan color of the sherd is
within the range of typical aboriginal pottery in
New England, but it shows signs of having
been fired at an abnormally high temperature:
it rings when struck, had a Mohs' hardness of
4.5, and has tiny firing blisters. The temper is
predominantly very fine grit, but there is at
least one pebble .5 cm in diameter. Among the
various archaeologists who have examined the

Blancke: Artifact Analyses, Clamshell Bluff, Concord, MA.

sherd, opinion is divided, some believing it to
be an unusual aboriginal sherd, others believing
it to be an unusual Euro-American sherd,
somewhat like Devon gravel-tempered ware.

The Thoreau and Smith collections. Henry
David Thoreau found 38 sherds of a pot, some
in situ in the profile of the Shell Heap, and
described their decoration, temper and thickness,
as well as location (1860: August 22). These
sherds were already missing when Thoreau's
collection was given to Harvard University in
1870 (Peabody Museum 1870:6; Smith 1940:1
7). Smith excavated three sherds which only
very recently came to light at the Thoreau
Lyceum, and are described below. Thoreau's
profile provides better evidence for the existence
of a Woodland component than Smith's sherds,
whose provenience in the profile he did not
indicate.

Thoreau stated that one foot down in the
profile and just over a three inch layer of shells
and ashes:

I find several pieces of Indian
pottery with a rude ornament on
it, not much more red than the
earth itself. Looking farther, I
find more fragments which have
been washed down the sandy
slope in a stream, as far as ten
feet. I find in all thirty-one pieces,
averaging an inch in diameter and
about a third of an inch thick.
Several of them made part of the
upper edge of the vessel, and
have a rude ornament encircling
them in three rows, as if pricked
with a stick in the soft clay, and
also another line on the narrow
edge itself. At first I thought to
match the pieces again, like a
geographical puzzle, but I did not
find that any I <got> belonged
together. The vessel must have
been quite large, and I have not
got nearly all of it. It appears to
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have been an impure clay with
much sand and gravel in it, and I
think a little pounded shell. It is
<of> very unequal thickness,
some of the unadorned pieces
(probably from the bottom) being
half an inch thick, while near the
edge it is not more than a quarter
of an inch thick.

(Thoreau 1860: August 22)

Find more pieces of that Indian
pot. Have now 38 in all.

(Thoreau 1860: September 22)

Smith described his three sherds as follows:

The largest ... is half an
inch long and three-eighths of an
inch wide. The others were even
smaller, and they were apparently
from three separate pots, as they
resemble each other only in that
they are tempered with sand
<grit>. (Smith 1940:22)

Smith's observation that they came from differ

ent pots appears to rest on differences in thick

ness of 0.8 cm, larger than 0.8 cm (one surface

damaged), and 1.4 cm; and differences in sur

face color. These sherds have smooth surfaces
and are undecorated. The largest is closer to an

inch in length (2.8 cm).

INTERPRETAnON

Artifact Analysis and Dating

Conclusions about whether the Concord

Shell Heap was in use in two periods only, the

Late Archaic and Middle Woodland, or over a
more expanded time range depend on how the

sample is interpreted.
If it has been correct to view five of the

collections (Wyman, Sears, Frazar, Smith, Hos

mer), which comprise the first three provenience

categories, as representing accurately the lithics

from the midden (l9-MD-388), the periods

represented in the midden were the Middle

Archaic, Late Archaic, Early Woodland, and

Middle Woodland with emphasis on the Late

Archaic. This provides a range only slightly

narrower than the adjacent field site (l9-MD

116), which included also the Early Archaic and

Late Woodland (Table 9). If on the other hand

the sample is restricted to the first provenience

category alone (Wyman, Sears, Frazar collec

tions), whose contents were the most homoge

neous, the midden range narrows to two periods

only, the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland.

The more expanded midden range ofthe

three provenience categories rested on informa
tion from projectile points alone for two of the

periods, the Middle Archaic (Neville-like and

Stark-like points), and Early Woodland (Ross
ville-like points).

On the other hand the Late Archaic and

the Middle Woodland periods had evidence in

addition to projectile points to support the

existence of components in those periods. Car

bon dating provided a Late Archaic date. AMS
dates from red-belly turtle bone and from a deer

radius gave, respectively: 4,660± 70 B.P. (TO

239) and 4,410±70 B.P. (TO-240) in 813C
corrected, uncalibrated, 14C years. Calibration

of the latter date raised it by nearly six hundred

years to 4982+229/-115 calibrated years B.P.

(Stuiver and Pearson 1993). (Lacking know
ledge of the 14C reservoir of the turtle's diet,

we have not calibrated the turtle date.) The evi

dence for a Middle Woodland component rested
not only on projectile points, but on a Middle

Woodland decorated sherd and on Thoreau's

description of a decorated pot in the midden

profile.
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Comparison of the Concord Shell Heap and

Shell Heap Field sites

A provenience analysis of the col

lections from Clamshell Bluff made it possible

to demonstrate a difference between the Con

cord Shell Heap (19-MD-388) and the Shell

Heap Field (19-MD-116) sites. Sixteen percent

of over 900 artifacts were from the midden and

eighty-four percent from the field (Tables 9,10).

These percentages were a result of the pro

venience analysis which used low artifact num

bers as one criterion in assigning collections to

the midden rather than to the field.
The projectile points in the Shell Heap

ranged from the Middle Archaic to the Middle

Woodland periods (Table 9). The midden may

not have been accumulating during all of those

periods, and the best evidence was for compo

nents in the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland

periods. Small Stemmed III (Squibnocket) and

Small Triangle types, which represent a phase of

the Late Archaic Small Point tradition, were in

the largest numbers and probably indicate the

main users of the midden. Apart from projectile

points, the only artifact types represented in the

midden by more than single examples were

ovoid implement blades, perforators, and tear

drop edge tools. The processing of shellfish,

turtle, and other foods was suggested by

Thoreau's "clam-opener," by a pointed bone tool

described by Largy (1995), and by the above
tools. Chipping waste and a hammerstone indi

cated artifact manufacture.

The chronological range represented by

the projectile points from Shell Heap Field was
wider than in the midden, starting with the

Early Archaic and ending with the Late Wood
land periods (Table 9). As in the midden, the

Small Stemmed III (Squibnocket) type and
Small Triangles predominated. On the other

hand a wider range and greater quantity ofother

types of artifact came from the field site indi

cating a large base camp with the following

activities: hunting, fishing, collecting, wood
working, skin-working, grinding, and fire

making (Table 10). Shell Heap Field is likely

to have been a major habitation site duringthose

periods when the midden was accumulating,

particularly the Late Archaic. The relative

paucity of Middle Woodland projectile points

however suggested it may have been a much

smaller encampment in that period (Table 9).

In the Concord area there are many very

small sites both for the Late Archaic and Middle

Woodland periods which represent hunting or

fishing stations, and which are likely to have
been associated with a large base camp such as

that at Clamshell Bluff (Blancke 1993). Clam

shell Bluff, together with other sites like Flagg

Swamp in Marlborough (Huntington 1982),

probably formed part of a Late Archaic subsis

tence pattern in the Concord River valley. The

range of lithic raw materials suggested patterns

of trade and interaction extending over the

whole Boston Basin.
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Table 2 <:XNX>RD SHELL HEAP: diagro;tic point attributes

Category 1 (rmst likely)

Type ColI.No. Blade Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
AN W40222 xx PF st e 4.4 2.2 bf 4:1
AN SI0377 ru s e 2.8 1.6 P 4:2

AT-L SI0378 IT N s c >4.3 3.0 bf S 3:3
AT-L F34052 d NN s c >4.6 3.7 bf

SB-L F34052 su s e >3.7 3.2 gf 1:3

l.P SI0376 aa s c 3.6 2.5 bf S 3:9

GR-L W40221 xx PF st c 7.3 2.2 bf S 3:8

Category 2 (likely)

Type ColI.No. Blade Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
NE-L BI8-13 ssS PFr n c 7.7 2.5 gf P
NE-L BI8-14 ssS PF n c 7.7 2.5 gz
NE-L BI8-15 ssS PFr n c 7.4 2.6 gf P 1:1
NE-L BI8-17 ssS PFr n c 6.9 2.4 bf P

BE BI8-18 xx T i e 5.9 2.5 ga P 4:3
BE BI8-25 xx T st e 5.2 2.2 bf
BE? BI8-24 A bf

AT-L B d NNU s c >5.1 4.2 f B

H BI8-16 xx PFr e 7.5 2.4 bf P 4:12
H BI8-23 xx e 6.8 2.5 ga S 4:11
H BI8-10 xx W1 e 6.6 1.8 bf 4:13

Category 3 (quite likely)

Type ColI.No. Blade Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
SR-L H336 xx PFB cd >5.8 2.0 bf

AN H93 rx FFU st ed 4.5 2.5 bf
AN H2617 ss FF s e 3.3 2.6 bz S

BE H1510 xx FFB st e 4.2 3.0 bf 4:4
BE H509 rx FFU st e 4.8 2.6 bz
BE H2519 rs rF it e 3.5 1.8 bf 4:5

H H508 xx PFB st e 6.5 2.2 rbf 4:14

RO-L H88 xx B pt c 3.4 2.2 \\q

RO-L HOO9 xx B pt c 3.5 1.8 \\q

RO-L HCX> xx B pt c 3.0 1.5 bf 3:6

Type: AN=Arcbaic Notched, AT-L=Atlantic-like, BE=Brood Eared, H=Fishtail, GR-L=Greeoo-like, l.P=1.Mge Pentagonal,
NE-L=Neville-like, RO-L= Rc&wille-like, SB-L=Susquehanna Brood-like, SR-L=Stark-like

ColIectiorn (ColI.): B=Smith, F=Fr.mlr, H=Hoorer, S=Sears, W=Wyrmn
Blade sides (Blade): a=ang1ed, A=fragInmt, d=damaged, r=recurvate, s=straight, S=serrated, u=uneven, x=excurvate,
Mmufacture (Mm.): B=beveled blade, FF=shallowflaking, N==pun:hed ooteh, PF=shallowparallel flaking, T=triInImd

U=unifacial, W1=unfinished
Base: i=~ate, n=ootehed, p=poiIltelL s=straight, t=thinned
Stem: c=conlr3cting, d=damaged, e=expanding,
Length (L), Width (yV) > "larger than" =tip or base broken
Mlterials (Mat.): bf=black felsite with \\bite phenocrysts, bz=buff quartzite, f=felsite, ga=grey-green argillite, gf=grey felsite with

black, or black am \\bite pheoocrysts, gz=grey quartzite, rbf=red-baOOed buff felsite, \\q=\\bite quartz
P/SIB=patinated, staiood, blackered
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Table 3 <XlNa>RD SHElL HEAP: SImll Sten:mld point attributes CIypes I, II, m, IV>

CategOl)l 1 (IIDlt likely)

Type ColI. No. Blade x-s. Sh. Min. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
SSI SI0377 F FF st qt 3.5 1.7 gf 4:6

SSII SI0377 F FF s q 2.9 1.3 pf 4:7

ssm F34056 B n >4.0 1.8 VI(}
ssm W40223 B n 4.7 2.1 VI(}
ssm W40224 B u 3.8 1.7 VI(}
ssm SI0377 B w 3.2 1.1 bf
ssm B n 3.0 1.4 bf
ssm soon B u 2.8 1.2 bf
ssm SI0377 B n 2.6 1.3 VI(}
ssm B n 2.6 1.2 gf
ssm B n 2.5 1.0 gf
ssm B w 2.5 1.1 bf 4:9
ssm F S 3.4 1.5 bf
ssm F S 3.3 1.8 bf
ssm F S 3.0 1.2 bf 4:8

SSIV SI0377 B w >4.2 1.5 bf
SSIV F S >2.8 1.5 my

0!teg0l)l 2 (likely)

Type ColI. No. Blade x-so Sh. Min. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
SSI B' B a s qt 2.8 1.4 \\ll B
SSI BI8-34 B a s qtp 3.5 1.8 VI(}

SSII BIF18-26 B PFr s qtp 3.0 1.5 cqf 4:10

ssm BI8-19 B w 4.7 1.2 bf
ssm B B n 4.5 2.0 f B
ssm B B w 4.1 1.5 VI(} B
ssm B B n 3.8 1.3 VI(} B
ssm B B u >3.1 1.7 VI(} B
ssm B F u 3.7 1.3 f P

CategOl)l 3 (quite likely)

Type ColI. No. Blade x-so Sh. Min. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
SSII H2ID F FF s q 3.4 1.5 gef
SSII H526 F FF s q >3.3 2.0 VI(}

ssm H1911 B n 3.0 1.3 VI(}
ssm Hl'X>9 B n 3.0 1.2 VI(}
ssm H2741 B S 3.6 2.0 VI(}
ssm H549 F S 2.6 1.5 VI(}
ssm H510 F S 2.7 1.3 ga

Type: SSI=SImll StelIllred I, SSII=SImll StelIllred II, ssm=SImll Sten:mld m, SSIV=SImll StelIllred IV
Collections (ColI.): B=Smith, BIF=FarreIl from Smith, F=Frazar, H=H~, S=Sears, W=Wyrrt.m
Blade x-section (x-s): B=beveled F=flat
Shoulders: a=one-sided, n=~, S=strong, u=uneven, w=\\eak
Mmufacture (Mm.): FF=sballowflaking, PF=sballowparallel flaking, T=~
Base: s=straight, t=thinned
Stem: q=square, t=thinned, tp=partially thinned
Length (L) Width (W) > "larger than" =tip or base broken
Materials (Mat.): bf=black felsite with \\hite phenocrysts, cqf=crysta}.quartz, fern inclusion, f=felsite, ga=grey-green argillite,

gf=grey felsite with black am \\hite pheoocrysts, gef=grey-green felsite, my=green mylonite, pf=pwplefelsite, VI(}=\\hite quartz
P/SIB=patinated, staiood, blackered.
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Table 4 CXlNCX>RD SHELL HEAP; St:mll Triang!e point attributes

OrtegOI)' 1 (IIDlt likely)

Type CoIl. No. Blade x-s. Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
Sf W40219 xx F U i >3.5 2.8 pf 3:5
Sf SI0376 xx F U i 2.4 2.1 bf
Sf F34053 rs F U i 2.7 >2.5 bf
Sf W40219 ss F i >4.1 >3.0 bf
Sf F34055 ss F i >3.5 2.0 ga
Sf F34052 xx F s >3.2 2.5 bf
Sf SI0376 rs F i 3.0 2.1 rr 3:2
Sf SI0378 ss F i 2.5 >2.6 bf
Sf W40225 xx B i 2.6 1.7 \\(J
Sf SI0377 ss B i 3.0 >1.9 bf
Sf SI0376 ss B i 2.7 >2.3 bf
Sf SI0376 ss B i 2.5 >2.4 \\(J
Sf W40225 ss B i >1.6 >1.8 \\(J

9ltegoty 2 (likely)

Type CoIl. No. Blade x-s. Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
Sf B xs F U i 2.5 1.7 f B
Sf B xx F i 2.1 2.1 bf B
Sf B xx F s 2.0 f B
Sf B xs F s 2.0 1.7 \\(J B
Sf B ss F s >2.4 >2.1 \\(J B
Sf B rs F i 3.0 2.0 \\(J B
Sf B rs F i 3.0 1.5 \\(J
Sf B xx B i 2.5 1.9 f B

OrtegOI)' 3 (quite likely)

Type CoIl. No. Blade x-s. Man. Base Stem Lcm Wcm Mat. P/SIB Fig
Sf H282 xx F U s 3.5 2.0 gf
Sf H551 xx B U i 2.5 2.0 my 3:7
Sf H499 xx B U s 3.0 >2.3 \\(J
Sf H1910 xx B U s 2.3 1.4 \\(J
Sf H368 xx B i 2.3 1.8 \\(J
Sf H2520 xx B i 2.3 1.4 gf
Sf H369 xx B i 2.1 1.7 \\(J
Sf H87 xx B i 1.8 1.7 \\(J
Sf H506 xx B s 3.5 2.4 bf

Type: Sf=St:mll Triangle
CoIlectiOllS (CoIl.): B=Smith, F=Frazar, H=Hoomr, S=Sears, W=Wyrmn
Blade sides (Blade): r=recwvate, s=straight, x=excwvate
Blade x-section (x-s): B=beveled, F=t1at
Mumfacture (Mm.): U=unifacial
Base: i=incurvate, s=straight
Length (L) Width (W) > "larger than" =tip or base broken
Materials (Mat.): bf=black felsite \\oith \\bite pheoocrysts, f=felsite, ga=grey-green argillite, gf=grey felsite \\oith black ani

\\bite phenocrysts, my=green mylonite, pf=purple felsite, rr=red rhyolite (Saugus jasper), \\(J=\\bite quartz
P/SIB=patinated, sI:ainld, blackered
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Table 5 <XX'oKX>RD SHEIL HEAP: Oripping Waste attributes

lithics Trimming ~ OJ.unks ~ Worked
Flakes Flakes Cores Fnwmmts

grey felsite with black 64 2 6 1 1
am \Wite phexxx:tysts

black felsite with \Wite 62 6 4
pheoocrysts

\Wite quaI1z 21 1 6 2
grey-green (Ml1role) 19 2

aphanitic felsite
grey baIKled felsite 1 1
purple/red porphyritic 3 2

felsite
purple haWed felsite 1
grey quaI1z 1
grey quartzite
tan quartzite 1
grey argillite 1
brown argillite 1

Table 6 <X>N<X>RD SHElL HEAP: hmletren1 blade attributes

Type ColI. No. Blade Min. Base Lcm Wcm MIt. P/SIB Fig
m W40220 xx B r 7.3 4.1 gf 2:7
m W40128 xx B x >4.5 4.0 bf
m F34055 xx ur x 7.0 4.0 gf P
m F34056 xx ur x >6.0 3.7 \\q
m W40218 xx U x 5.7 3.5 bf
m W40219 Bb s 2.5 bf
m W40219 Bb s 2.5 bf
m F34052 Bb s bf
m F34056 Bb s \\q
m W40218 B b bf
m W40219 B b wgf

Table 7 <XX'oKX>RD SHEIL HEAP: Petforator attributes

Type ColI. No. Blade Min. Base Lcm Wcm MIt. P/SIB Fig
PE S10379 b ex baf P 2:8
PE S10379 b ex baf P
PE H2640 si 7.0 ba P
PE F34055 si 6.8 gf 2:10
PE H92 si 6.0 gf 2.9
PE S10379 b si baf P
PE F34055 b si ga
PE F34052 b b gf
PE B b b f B

Type: m=lJ:q>lemmt Blade, PE=Petforator
Collections (Coli.): B =Smith, F=Frnzar, H=H<Erer, S=Sears, W=Wyrmn
Blade sides (Blade): x=convex
Mmufacture (Mm.): B=bifacial, b=broken, T=trimmld, U=unifacial
Base: b=broken, ex=expaOOing, r=recurvate, s=straight, si=siIqlle, x=convex
Length (L) Width (yV) > "larger than" =tip broken
Miteria1s (MIt.): ba=brown argillite, bf=black felsite with \Wite phenocrysts, baf=black aphanitic felsite, f=felsite, gf=grey felsite with

black, or black am \Wite phenocrysts, ga=grey-green argillite, wgf=\Wite veined grey felsite, \\q=\Wite quaI1z
P/SIB=patinated, staired, blackened .
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Table 8 COl\TCORD SHFlL HFAP: Oller lithic artifacts with attributes

Fdge tool or blank:
ovoid; black felsite with \Wite phenocrysts, stained. L: 5. ~ em, W: 2.5 em, WlC3talogued Smith,
11x>reau Lyceum.

Fdge tool:
teardrqJ, Wlifacial, base tri.rnnm; black with \Wite phenocrysts. L: 3.7 em, W: 2.7 em, No. 34054,
Frazar (figure 2:6).

Fdge tool:
teardrqJ; \Wite quartz, stained. L: 2.8 em, W: 1.7 em, WlC3talogued Smith, Thoreau Lyceum.

ChIge:
butt fragrrent, pecked; dark grey basalt, brown surface stain. No. 34051, Frazar.

Haematite:
long, narrow, \\Qlll am polished along long axis. L: 4.5 em, No. 288, Hostrer (figure 2:11).

l-Iarrnrerstone-rore:
rough rore with battered edge from use as haInrrerstone; grey felsite. L: 6 em, No. 18-20, Smith.
(figure 1:4).

Lanceolate bifacial fragrrent;
grey felsite with sparse light phenocrysts, green patina No. 40219, Wyman.

Peroant:
ciraIlar, pierced; grey slate, grourxl. Dicumer 4.4 em, No. 18-7, Smith (figure 2:4).

Small pestle:
broken ern; schist. L: >10 em, No. 34051, Frazar.

Strike-a-light:
sten1rml; grey felsite with black am \Wite phenocrysts, patinatOO one side. L: 3.4 em, W: 3.2 em,
No. 2626, Hostrer (figure 2:5).

Thoreau's "clam-q>ener":
T-shaped with expamed ern showing trinnning; a narrow "haOOle" beveled on one side, snroth
on the other; grourxl grey slate (figure 2:2).
Thoreau sketched this artifact in his Journal with the following description:

In aocAher part of the bank, in the midst of a IDJCh larger heap of shells \\bich has been exposed,
I fOUI¥! a delicate~ tool of this form arxl size: of a softs~. It is very thin arxl sharp
on e<lCh side edge arxl in the middle is not IIDre than an eighth of an in:h thick. I suspect that
this W.lS used to open clam; with.

(186): August 22)
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Table 9 Coopirisoo of Projectile Points fran the CONCORD SHEIL HFAP aIKI SHEIL HFAP FIELD sites:

Concord Shell Heap Shell Heap Field
(19-MD-388) (19-MD-116)

I I
/ \ / \

WY SE fR HO SM *T 1'0 SM BA FBB *T

Bifurcate 1 3 1 ~
Neville-like 4 ~ 11 11
Stark-like 1 1 3 36 39

Oter Qeek-like 1 1
Archaic Notched!

Broad Eared 1 1 5 3 10 10 1 19 40
Atlantic-like 1 1 1 ~ 8 5 13
Susquehanna

Broad-like 1 1 2 7 2
WaylaIKI

Notched-like 1 1
Fishtail 1 3 ~

Small Stenmxl I 1 2 ~ 85 85
Small Stenmxl n 1 2 1 ~ 21 2 23
Small Stenmxl m 2 10 1 5 6 24 45 165 210
Small Stenmxl N 2 2 9 2
Small Stenmxl 1 2 1 ~
Small Triangle 4 6 3 9 8 30 42 2 173 217
Small Pentagonal 16 16

Mead<Mood-like 1 1 2
Rmwille-like 3 ~
Adena-like 1 1
O"eene-like 1 1 1 9 10
WoollaIKllancoolate 1 5 ~
WoollaIKI O:rner-

Notched 2 1 ~
Large Pentagooal 1 1 1 4 ~
Large Triangle 11 11

*T Projectile points 94 717

*T = TOOI1
Coa:ord Shell Heap collections: WY=Wyrmn. SE=Sears, FR=Fra:zar, HO=Hamer, SM=Snith,
Shell Heap Field collections: TO=Tohmn, SM=Snith, BA=BartolOlDlO, mB=~Barrett-Brown.
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Table 10 Corrparison of Artifacts from the CONCORD SHElL HEAP am SHElL HEAP FIELD sites:

Concord Shell Heap Shell Heap Field
(19-MD-388) (l9-MD-116)

I I
/ \ / \
WY/T SE FR HO SM *T m SM BA FBB/ *T

Dee

Adze 2 2
AtlatI weights/
AtlatI wt. frags.:

oval 1 1
winged 3 1 1 ~

Axes/celts 2 1 J.
Bone tool 1 1
Ceramics 2 3 ~
Edge tools:

lanceolate 1 1 1 1
oblong 1 3 ~
ovoid 1 1 2 3 1 Q
steIT1Iml 3 2 ~
teardrq> 1 1 2 1 12 13
trianguloid 3 J.
T-shaped 1* 1

GJuge/googe frags, 1 1 3 J.
o-ooved stone 1 1 2
Haematite 1 1
Hamrrerstone 1 1 1 1
Irr1>lerrent Blade/
Irr1>. Blade frags. 7 3 10

Pmlant 1 1 4 1 ~
Perforator 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 11 13
Pestle/pestle frags. 1 1 2 2
Plumrret 1 2 1 5 ~
Room stone 1 1
Strike-a-light 1 1
Ulul ulu frags. 1 2 J.
Whetstone/abrader 2 2

*T Artifacts 37 83

*T = Total
Coo::ord Shell Heap collections: WY!f=Wyman!Ihoreau*, SE=Sears, FR=Frazar, HO=Hoorer, SM=Smith,
Shell Heap Field collections: TO=Tolman, SM=Smith, BA=Bartolorooo, FBBIDee=Foss-Barrett-Brown/Olarles Dee
£rags. = fragrmnts
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FRESHWATER mvALVES OF THE CONCORD SHELL HEAP

Elinor F. Downs

The most unique archaeological feature
of the Clamshell Bluff site was the large mound
of freshwater mussel shells on the west bank of
the Sudbury River, the only freshwater shell
midden ever reported in Massachusetts (Johnson
and Mahlstedt 1984:60). The two-foot-deep
mound may once have covered about a half acre
(Moorehead 1931: 27), but over the years many
bushels of shells were carried off as fertilizer
and remaining portions of the midden have

eroded away or been destroyed by scavengers
and construction projects (Smith 1940: 18-20).
In 1984, no surface archaeological shell remains
could be found. The only surviving identifiable
midden shells, about 100 in number, have been
preserved in small collections that lack proven
ience. A count of the bivalves collected by
Jeffries Wyman (1867), J. H. Sears (1872), and

Benjamin Smith (1931), reveals the deteriora
tion and loss of site and shell information that
has taken place over time (Table 1).

Early collectors identified the midden
bivalves as Unio complanatus and Unio varidis

(Smith 1940:17). Using modern terminology,
all identifiable freshwater shells in the Wyman,
Sears and Smith collections have been con
firmed as Elliptio complanata (Unioninae
Pleurobemin Elliptio complanata) (Burch 1975:
53-54, 64-65). This species of bivalve is found
primarily in small river systems along the entire
Atlantic coast drainage, preferring shallow and
quietly flowing streams and creeks where the
mussels rest half buried in sand, gravel or mud,
moving only a few feet to escape disturbances
(LaRoque 1967: 170-172).

Copyright 1995 Elinor F. Downs

The source of the ancient shells found
in the Concord Shell Heap was undoubtedly the
Sudbury River which flows past Clamshell
Bluff. In 1931, Smith gathered three "modern"

right valves of E. complanata from the shore
near the site, and in 1984 nine living specimens

were harvested from the sandy river bottom a
few yards from the base of the bluff. Environ
mental conditions had apparently favored the
survival of the species in the river for thousands
of years.

While E. complanata was clearly the
dominant mollusc species in the archaeological
collections, fragments of other ancient shells
were also picked up by the early collectors
(Table 2). Salt water shell remains saved by
Sears and identified as Mya arenaria (soft shell
clam)(five fragments), and Mercenaria mercen

aria (quahog) (one fragment), were probably
brought to the site from nearby seashores,
perhaps by birds, a common occurrence in New
England carrying little archaeological signifi
cance. Several fragments of small land snails
were saved by Smith, identified as either Trio

dopsis albolabris or Mesodon sp., two common
taxa. Marine and land molluscs represent but
infinitesimal fractions of the total shell remains
in this unique freshwater mussel midden.

E. complanata also appears to dominate
modern collections from the Sudbury River.
However, two other living freshwater mussel
species were harvested from the stream below
the site in 1984. These were identified as
Lampsilis radiata (five specimens) (Burch 1975:
102) and Anodonta implicata (one specimen)
(Burch 1975:71). It is likely that the river has

This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic reproduction, re-distribution,  
re-selling,loan or sub-licensing, systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is expressly forbidden. ©2011 Massachusetts Archaeological Society.
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Table 1. Inventory of Archaeological Freshwater Bivalves from the Concord Shell Heap in Three Surviving
Collections.

Archaeological bivalves:

Complete/almost complete
Partial valves
Shell fragments

Numbers of collected shells
Wyman 1867 Sears 1872 Smith 1931

23 1
19 1
27 5 42

Legend: Complete/almost complete: measurement of both length and height of valves possible.
Partial valves: measurement of only one valve dimension (length or height) possible.
Shell fragments: no measurements of valve dimensions possible.

Table 2. Mollusc Species Collected from the Concord Shell Heap and the Sudbury. River, 1867-1984.

Archaeological (midden)
Wyman Sears
1867 1872

Smith
1931

Modem (river)
Smith Downs
1931 1984

Freshwater bivalves
E. complanata
L. radiata
A. implicata

Saltwater bivalves
M. arenaria
M. mercenaria

Land snails

+ +

+
+

+

+

+ +
+
+

hosted a number of unionacean species from
time to time over the centuries (Richard John

son, personal communication 1984) (Table 2).

The two valves of the E. complanata

shell are rhomboidal in shape and approximate

ly mirror images of one another. They attach
and articulate dorsally, with a dorsal protuber

ance, the umbo, rising above the line of articu

lation (Figure 1). There is no sexual dimor
phism in this species, the shells of both sexes
being morphologically indistinguishable (Rich

ard Johnson, personal communication, 1984).

The outer protective layer (periostracum) of

living E. complanata bivalves is slightly rough

and dark green/brown in color. This outer

layer tends to crack eventually and to peel

around the umbo, exposing the underlying

whitish shell layers to pitting. This peeling and
etching process, characteristic of many uniona

cean species, has been thought due to an acid
environment (Coker et al. 1921; Tevesz and

Carter 1980a:31O). The interior of fresh E.
complanata shells is smooth, pink/purple and

iridescent (Figure 2).

The archaeological shells of E. com

planata collected by Wyman, Sears, and Smith
from the Concord Shell Heap, showed the

ravages of time. They were mud-stained and

bleached. No periostracum was identified with

certainty on any shell exterior, and the smooth
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L

Figure 1. E. complanata, exterior of right valve.
(A) annular growth band; (U) umbo; (H) height;
(L) length; (C) direction of cross section cut.

, .
Figure 2. E. complanata harvested from
the Sudbury River 1984. Exterior of right
valve (upper); Interior of left valve (low
er). Research photo by E. Downs (10 cm
scale).
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Figure 3. E. complanata. (Upper) interior of
modem right valve harvested from Sudbury River
1984. (Lower) interior of archaeological right
valve. (Right and left) exteriors of archaeological
right valves. Archaeological valves collected 1867
from Concord Shell Heap, Wyman Collection,
Peabody'Museum, Harvard University. Research
photo by E. Downs (10 cm scale).
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I
Figure 4. E. complanata. (Upper) exterior
of modem right valve of about 4 growth
seasons from Sudbury River 1984. (Low
er) exterior of archaeological right valve
of about 7 growth seasons, collected 1867
from Concord Shell Heap, Wyman col
lection, Peabody Museum, Harvard Uni
versity. Research photo by E. Downs (10
cm scale).
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interiors lacked color and luster. Many of the
older complete valves were pitted and etched in
the umbo area, suggesting that prehistoric as
well as current environmental conditions could
be damaging. Shell structure, overall, was
fairly intact even on fragments, and shell mar
gins on complete valves were in generally good
condition (Figure 3).

Shells of freshwater bivalves grow by
incremental deposition of calcium carbonate
crystals, secreted by the animal's mantle, inside
the valves and along the shell margins. When
conditions for growth are favorable the mantle
extends to the shell's edge, but when conditions
are unfavorable the mantle withdraws, for short
or long periods, and any new shell deposited

begins as a layer beneath the old shell. These
uneven but successive growth accumulations
can be observed both externally and internally.

Externally, the growth increments are
seen as raised bands on the surface of the shell.
The most prominent have been interpreted as
annual growth lines, although there is some
uncertainty over the exact temporal period
represented between bands. The shell of bival
ves grows radially from the umbo. The exter
nal annular bands near the umbo are well
spaced, but with advancing years the annuli

become increasingly crowded towards the shell
margin. This indicates a pattern of rapid
growth in the first years of life and a decrease
in growth rate during senility (Claassen 1982;
Clark 1974:80-83; Coker et al. 1921; Monks
1981 :202; Tevesz and Carter 1980a:305, 1980
b:613) (Fig. 1). The number of annual external
growth bands has been used as a rough gauge
of the shell's age at death and by implication
the shell's age when it was harvested.

The external growth annuli of complete
E. complanata valves in the archaeological and
modern collections were counted. The method
of holding shells up to an incandescent light
was helpful in distinguishing annular from
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sub-annular bands in some valves, but could not
be used with the thickest specimens (Tevesz and
Carter 1980b:613). Despite lack of precision in
counting external growth bands, especially in
crowded areas near the shell margin in older
valves, a reasonable estimate of age at death for
most specimens could be ascertained. The age
at death for the 23 complete archaeological
shells in Wyman's 1867 collection appeared to
range from 3-12 years, and for the nine modern
specimens of E. complanata from 4-12 years.

Although not dissimilar in age range,
visually and by measurement of length and
height (Fig. 1), valves in the modern collection
were consistently larger than those in the 1867
archaeological collection (Table 3). The ancient
shells averaged around seven years at death,
and the average size of valves of this age (7.0
cm x 4.0 cm) was smaller than the average size
(8.2 cm x 4.2 cm) of younger modern shells of

only 4-5 years at death (Figure 4). The larger
size of modern over archaeological specimens
is apparently a regular finding among freshwa
ter mussels (Matteson 1960; Parmalee 1968).

While shell growth rate is controlled by many
factors (Clark 1974), temperature is among the
most important (Rhoads and Lutz 1980:7). The
dwarfing of archaeological shells has been

attributed to colder annual mean temperatures in
prehistoric times than exist today (Matteson
1960: 120; Parmalee 1968: 106), but the possi
bility of human predation and harvesting prac
tices cannot be ignored (J. C. Andrews, person
al communication to E. A. Little, 1994).

External manifestations of incremental
growth are not suitable for estimating the
animal's time or season of death. A more
accurate approach is examination of internal
growth increments in a cross-section of the
shell (Monks 1981:204). A number of methods
have been used to prepare cross-sections of
mollusc shells, including thick and thin section-
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Table 3. Length and Height of Complete Valves of E. complanata in the Archaeologi

cal and Modem Collections.
Measurements (cm)

Archaeological (1) Modem (2)

Right valve
number
length - average

- range
height - average

- range
Left valve

number
length - average

- range
height - average

- range

11

6.9
6.1-8.0

3.7
2.8-4.8

12
7.2

5.7-8.7

4.0
2.9-4.8

12
9.9

7.8-11.3
5.3

4.2-6.3

9
9.8

7.9-11.1

5.4

4.2-6.3

Legend: (1) collected by Wyman in 1867 from midden. No paired valves. Average age

estimated at 5-6 years.
(2) collected live from Sudbury River in 1984. Nine sets of paired valves, 3 unpaired right
valves. Average age estimated at 4-5 years.

Table 4. Estimates of Age and Time of Death from Thick Sections of Archaeological and
Modem Valves of E. complanata.

Shell size
(cm)

Archaeological valves:
1. 8.2 x 4.3*
2. 8.0 x 4.8
3. - x 4.2
4. - x 4.2
5. - x 4.2
6. 7.0 x 4.0
7.6.1 x 3.1

Modem valves:
8. 10.2 x 5.7*
9. 8.5 x 4.2
10. 7.8 x 4.2

(* left valve)

Approximate
age at death

(yrs)

5
5
4

4

4

4
2

5
3
3

Time of Death
(growth period)

fast growth period
early slow growth period
late fast growth period
fast growth period
early slow growth period
fast growth period
late fast growth period

fast growth period
slow growth period
early slow growth period
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ing and acetate peels (Clark 1979, 1980; Ken
nish et al. 1980). Thick sections appear prefer
able for studying archaeological collections of
freshwater bivalves. They are more efficient to
prepare, less destructive of fragile archaeologi
cal specimens, and are as reliable as other
methods for purposes of interpretation (Claassen
1982,1985,1986).

The thick section technique used in
volved bisecting the mollusc valve from the
shell margin through the umbo with a Buehler
11-1180 isomet slow speed saw, the cut being
approximately perpendicular to the direction of
growth (Fig. 1). The section surfaces were
then ground and smoothed by hand on glass
plates using successively finer grit abrasives
(i.e., 400, 600, and 1000). Under 7x-30x
magnification with a dissecting microscope and
slightly filtered direct light, the internal incre
mental growth patterns were seen as alternating
thin and wide bands of white and gray shades.
From the umbo to the shell margin, these bands
show the passage of the seasons.

Annual internal growth profiles of
freshwater bivalves, derived from living ani
mals collected at regular intervals throughout
the year, have shown that in temperate climates
the molluscan year consists of about two six
month growth seasons (Claassen 1985,1986;
Isley 1914). In one season, a high proportion
of the molluscs are in fast growth and in the
other season, most are in slow growth. These
two growth periods correspond roughly with
warm and cold seasons of the year.

Over the years, with varying amounts of
success, a number of innovative methods have
been tested for determining precisely when
(i.e., month, day) in the last year of life, death
occurred (Monks 1981). Most of these methods
have involved measuring distances between
growth lines, calculating growth rates and
correlating terminal growth bands with calen
dric periods. Such precision does not appear
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practical for use with thick sections of archaeo
logical freshwater bivalves. A simpler approach
is advocated in which time of death is more
generally assigned as being either in a fast
(white band) or slow (gray band) growth peri
od. The color of the last growth cycle, seen in
the shell's cross-section as the innermost layer
from the umbo to the margin, is used as the
indicator (Claassen 1982, 1985).

A decision was made to cross-section
only seven of the archaeological specinens from
the Clamshell Bluff mound, in order to preserve
the integrity of the collections as much as
possible. Six right valves and one left valve
collected by Wyman in 1867, and two right
valves and one left valve of E. complanata

collected from the Sudbury River in 1984, were
selected. All valves chosen were in good or
fairly good condition, with relatively uncrowded
and undamaged shell margins, and not paired.

The internal incremental growth bands
of the seven archaeological valves appeared less
distinct than those of the three fresh modern
valves. However, the lines were clear enough
in all specimens to indicate how the varying
events in each animal's life had affected its
growth patterns, to estimate more precisely than
by counting external growth bands the mol

lusc's age at death, to determine with fair
certainty whether death took place during fast
or slow growth, and to make a rough judgement
as to when in that period (i.e., early, late) the
animal had died (Table 4).

All the specimens sectioned were less
than six years at death. Age for age, the ar
chaeological mussels were consistently smaller
in size than the modern shells, size differences
becoming greater as age advanced. The inter
nal growth lines in the older archaeological
shells tended to be more crowded and irregular,
especially at the margin, than in any of the
younger molluscs, reflecting growth disturban
ces over time.
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The internal growth bands of two of the
three modern specimens indicated death in slow
growth, while one had died early in the fast
growth period. These three modern animals
had been harvested live from the Sudbury River
in early August and September of 1984. They
had weathered a known rough spring and early
summer season, experiencing colder tempera
tures, heavier freshets and more prolonged river
flooding than usually occurs. Annual growth
profiles for modern unionacean species have not
been determined for New England, so that an
expected time range for the fast growth season
is not known exactly. The closest established
annual growth profile for freshwater bivalves,
geographically and by species, is in Indiana
where the fast growth period for Lampsilis
radiata extends from April to October, with
June-August as the peak period (Claassen
1985,1986). Compared to modern Indiana
seasonal patterns, growth of the Sudbury River
molluscs in 1984 seemed somewhat delayed,
possibly due to the unusual weather. How well
modern seasonal growth patterns correlate with
prehistoric patterns remains untested.

Five of the seven sectioned archaeologi
cal mussels had died during fast growth, late in
the period, and two had died early in slow
growth. This pattern suggests that in ancient
times freshwater shellfish were harvested from
the Sudbury River in summer. This interpreta
tion is offered with caution, however, because
the sample of seven valves is so small and their
exact provenience unknown. Nevertheless,
support for summer harvesting comes from
investigations of freshwater bivalve middens in
three other states (Texas, Ohio and Kentucky)
where a pattern of seasonal spring-summer
collecting was found (Claassen 1985, 1986). In
addition, in Massachusetts during cold winter
months, freshwater mussels burrow into the
mud as small rivers and creeks freeze over
them, making efficient gathering virtually

impossible.
Early accounts of the Sudbury River

shell heap use words such as "unpalatable,"
"utterly uninviting," "nauseous" in describing
the mussels found there (Smith 1940). Still, it
is clear from the very size of the midden that
the Indians made heavy use of the molluscs for
food during prehistoric times. The food energy
value of modern freshwater bivalves per unit
weight of meat is far lower than that provided
by most other meat animals, and the quantities
of mussels needed to sustain even small bands
of 25 individuals for one month (i.e., in the
range of 60,000 shellfish) would probably soon
deplete local river resources (Parmalee and
Klippel 1974:432-433). How the mussels were
prepared, whether cooked, eaten raw or pro
cessed for storage could not be deduced from
analysis of the collected shells. None showed
evidence of having been burned, although
burned shell fragments, fire-cracked rock and
ashes were reportedly found in early explora
tions of the mound (Smith 1940). Ethnographic
accounts suggest that steaming in clambake
style or roasting may have been employed to
open the bivalves (Parmalee and Klippel 1974:
421; Smith 1940).

In summary, the archaeological shells
from Clamshell Bluff midden were smaller in
size than their modern river counterparts,
suggesting colder environmental conditions,
shorter growing seasons and greater human
predation in prehistoric times than exist today.
The huge heap of discarded shells close to the
Sudbury River attests to extensive use of the
local freshwater molluscs as a food resource by
Indian groups, over many centuries. That
gathering the mussels was a summer season
activity is indicated by 1) difficulties of harvest
ing freshwater shellfish from frozen streams in
winter, 2) findings that times of death of ar
chaeological mussels were primarily in fast
growth or in early slow growth periods, and 3)
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supportive evidence of only summer season

collecting from at least three other freshwater
bivalve middens. Because of the relatively low
caloric value of freshwater mussels compared to

other available sources of food energy, it is
postulated that the Sudbury River molluscs were
a summer season supplement to the prehistoric
diet and not a year-round or even a seasonal

staple.
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BONE FROM CONCORD SHELL HEAP, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS

Tonya Baroody Largy

The Concord Shell Heap (19-MD-388)
at Clamshell Bluff is significant for two rea
sons: inland, freshwater shell middens are few
and its faunal assemblage is one of only two
known in the Concord, Sudbury, and Assabet
river basins. The other site producing a well
preserved faunal assemblage is Flagg Swamp
Rockshelter, in the Assabet drainage, Marl
borough, Massachusetts (Huntington 1982).

The impetus for analyzing the Concord
Shell Heap faunal assemblage was the recovery
of calcined turtle bone from the North Bridge
site (Towle 1984) one kilometer downstream on
the Sudbury River in Minuteman National Park.
Several of these were identified by Anders G.J.
Rhodin as being from individuals of the family
Emydidae and possibly from the species
Pseudemys rubrive1'l:tis, the redbellied turtle
(Largy 1984:75-78). This species, nowendan
gered, is presently found in Plymouth County,
and possibly in Ipswich, Massachusetts.
Pseudemys was known previously only from
coastal shell middens along the northeastern
coast of the United States (Rhodin and Largy
1984). Since turtle bone had been noted by
Johnson and Mahlstedt (1984:54) in their analy
sis of the Ben Smith Collection from Clamshell
Bluff (housed at the Concord Museum, Con
cord, Massachusetts) we thought it was impor
tant to examine this material for presence of
Pseudemys (Rhodin 1992).

The late Benjamin L. Smith of Con
cord, Massachusetts, a far-sighted avocational
archaeologist, must be credited with the exis
tence of this faunal assemblage. He describes

Copyright 1995 Tonya Baroody Largy

his search for artifacts taken from Clamshell
Bluff by earlier collectors. Having no success
he "determined to excavate carefully as much of
the heap as seemed to be untouched, and to
preserve every foreign fragment, except the
shells themselves, which came to light." In his
own words, he "recovered many ridiculously
small fragments of bone which are of little real
value, but which were saved regardless" (Smith
1940:21). Unfortunately, Smith makes no
mention of his excavation and recovery tech
niques, and provenience for individual speci
mens is lost. However, the mere presence of
one species, Pseudemys, has contributed greatly
to the field of herpetology (Rhodin and Largy
1984).

Smith hoped that one day these bones
would be identified (Smith 1940:25). This
analyst wishes Smith had lived to realize the
importance of his efforts to curate these materi
als.

Midden Development
Barber (1982:11-12) discusses two

different theories of prehistoric midden develop
ment and use, those of Byers and Johnson
(1940) and Brennan (1977). Brennan believed
that people would not live on such a smelly
place, while Byers and Johnson (1940:92-93)
postulated an uneven development of middens,
perhaps allowing people to live on the surface
of the refuse itself as evidenced by hearths and
pits. The latter explanation is applicable to the
Concord Shell Heap. Smith writes, "Here and
there throughout the deposit, groups of stones
were found arranged roughly as fireplaces, and
many fragments of badly burned, crumbling
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stone were removed. At least four such fire
places were noted.... There must have been
many open fires built on this site, as there was
far too great a burned area to have been caused
by the four paved hearths removed" (Smith

1940:21-22).

Preservation
The size of the original assemblage of

bone will never be known. Therefore, it should
be noted that this report is based on only a
sample of animal resources exploited by those
camping long ago on these banks of the Sud
bury river. Meadow (1980) has discussed fully
the many factors which ultimately determine
"the nature of a faunal sample and its eventual
published representation."

Although calcium carbonate in shell
allows preservation of bone deposited in a
midden, Smith noted that preservation was
variable. Many bones "fell to pieces at the
touch of the tiny excavating tool used when
material came in sight; others were sound and
in good condition" (Smith 1940:21). In gener
al, the surviving bone is in very good condition
with whole bones and large fragments repre
sented. However, the majority of bones mea

sure less than one-quarter of their complete size
indicating a high degree of fragmentation.
Historic bone is also present in the assemblage.

In the 18th and 19th centuries, the
midden was altered by decades of plowing and
borrowing by farmers who used the shells "as
dressing for the land" (Tolman 1902: 14).
Moorehead's survey at Clamshell Bluff found
the extent of the shell midden considerably re
duced from the original estimate of one-half
acre. "Bottom layer shells were very badly
decayed, there was considerable ash, many
chips and rejects, a few animal bones and very
few projectile points" (Moorehead 1931:28).
Perhaps Moorehead's observation of a "few
animal bones" to "very few projectile points"

represents the actual original proportion of bone
to projectile points deposited among the Unio

(fresh-water mussel) shells.

Faunal Assemblage
Together with the Ben Smith Collection,

bone from two small collections in the Peabody
Museum, Harvard University, are included in
this analysis. The Jeffries Wyman collection,
accessioned in 1867 (Cat. #40211-40213),
includes thirty-four bones (twenty-four turtle),
and one tool. The J. H. Sears collection of
three bones, was accessioned in 1876 (Cat.
#10382). These were collected more than
seventy years earlier than those excavated by
Smith.

The total assemblage includes primarily
mammal and turtle in addition to several bones
of bird, fish, and snake. The majority (68%)
of the assemblage is turtle bone. Turtle was
separated out for analysis by Rhodin. All other
bone was analyzed by Largy. Excluding turtle,
the actual number of specimens in the Ben
Smith collection was 270 fragments. Smith's
published list of "finds" includes 289 bones and
teeth, presumably of mammals and birds (Smith
1940: 22). There is a discrepancy of 19 bones.
The Wyman and Sears collections combined
(excluding turtle), numbered 13 bones of mam
mal, bird, and fish. Thus, a total of 283 bones,
weighing 410.1 grams were analyzed for this
report. For turtle, See Rhodin (1995).

Analytical Method
All bone was identified using the skele

tal collections of the Zooarchaeology Laborato
ry, Peabody Museum, Harvard University and
the collections of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology. Several of the specimens were
viewed under low magnification (lOX) to exam
ine cut marks. Each specimen in the Ben Smith
Collection was assigned a Concord Museum
number --"N" plus a number, beginning with
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"one." Infonnation regarding each bone was
written on a fonn used in the Zooarchaeology
Laboratory, Harvard University.

Identifications, made to the degree per

mitted by morphology and preservation, are
listed in Table 1. Mammal bone that could not
be identified to family, genus/species, was
placed in broader categories of medium/large
(md/lg) mammal, medium mammal, small/
medium (sm/md) mammal, etc. Generally, this
analyst places deer (Odocoileus) , in the med
ium/large mammal category with the knowledge
that certain bone fragments of a large beaver or
a small bear, etc. could fall within this size
range.

Sometimes species identification cannot
be made with certainty. A bone identified as cf.
Odocoileus, for example, most closely "com
pares with" that taxon (deer), but not enough of
the bone is present, with all diagnostic charac
teristics, to definitely assign it to that genus.

Composition of Assemblage
Of a total assemblage of 283 bones,

there are 261 mammal (92%), 13 bird (5%), 7
fish (2.6%), and 1 snake (.3%). Sixty frag
ments (22 %) were identified to species or
family. Five (2 %) are bones of domesticates,
four Bos (cow), one Gallus (chicken). These
are from the historic period. They are lighter
in density and more friable.

Sixty-eight bones (24 %) belonged to
wild species and are probably prehistoric in
origin. These are listed in Table 1. Included
are 61 mammal bones, 2 bird bones, 3 fish
bones, and 1 snake vertebra. Even though they
appear to be "old", without provenience infor
mation or radiocarbon dates on the bones, there
is no way of knowing when they were deposit
ed. Every species on the list can be found in
the area around Concord today.
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Mammal Remains
As mentioned above, 92 % of the NISP

(number of identified specimens) are mammal
bone. Of these, 118 fragments are classified as
"medium/large" mammal based on structure of
the bone, thickness, and size. Fifty (42%) are
long bone shaft fragments (from the leg). Like
ly, these are deer, but other species may be
included.

The majority of mammal species repre
sented by bone count are deer (20), muskrat
(19), and beaver (12). All three taxa are repre
sented by elements from both the axial and
appendicular skeleton, indicating that whole
animals were brought to the site. These ani
mals were resources exploited by aboriginal
people who used their meat, hides, and bones.

Twenty fragments of deer, five of
which fit together, resulted in the identification
of 15 separate elements, including antler, ulna,
radius, mandible, scapula, a number of metapo
dials, and the frontal bone of a very young
fawn. Two left deer ulnae were identified as
tools and three additional tools, made from long
bone shaft fragments of a medium/large mam
mal, also may be deer. These are discussed
below.

A proximal radius of deer (BS-#N-21)
was radiocarbon (AMS) dated at 4,410 + 70
B.P. (0 13C corrected, uncalibrated) by Isotrace,
University of Toronto, Canada (#TO-240). A
second date from the site was 4,660 + 70 B.P.
(013C corrected, uncalibrated) obtained on a

fragment of turtle bone (Pseudemys) (#TO-239).
Muskrat is represented by 19 fragments

weighing 11.1 grams. Elements from the skull,
front and hind legs, feet, and tail are present in
the assemblage. Muskrats are active all year
round although they cannot withstand extreme
cold and freezing winds (Godin 1977: 132) and
therefore would be less available in winter.
Today, these small fur-bearers inhabit the
Sudbury river in great numbers and are trapped
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TABLE 1. IDENTIFIED WILD TAXA FROM CONCORD SHELL HEAP

Taxon NISP Wt.(g)

Mammal
Odocoileus virginianus (deer) 20 79.6
cf. Odocoileus 2 4.8
Ondatra zibethicus (muskrat) 19 11.1
Castor canadensis (beaver) 12 30.8
Sciurus carolinensis (squirrel) 2 0.3
Marmota monax (woodchuck) 1 0.7
cf. Procyon lotor (raccoon) 1 1.5
cf. Canidae (canine family) 2 1.9

Total Mammal 59 130.7

Bird
Meleagris gallapavo (turkey) 1.7
cf. Meleagris 1.8

Total Bird 2 3.5

Fish
Semotilus corporalis (fallfish) 0.5
Esox niger (chain pickerel) 0.2
Ictaluridae (catfish family) 0.1

Total Fish 3 0.8

Reptile (Suborder Serpentes)
Nerodia sipedon (water snake) 0.2

Total Serpentes 0.2

TOTAL 65 135.2

under permit. One trapper reported harvesting

200 muskrat in one season (William Harnum,

personal communication, 1985).

Beaver remains consist of 12 fragments

weighing 30.8 grams. Most are foot and fore

arm elements although a scapula, pelvis, and

mandible are present. Beaver were valued for

both fur and meat. Beaver are very active in

summer and into the fall, when their pelts are

in prime condition. In winter, their activity is

reduced and their availability is limited (Godin

1977: 107).

Eight shaft fragments and two unidenti

fied fragments were listed as small mammal.

Woodchuck (Marmota monax) , muskrat (011

datra zibethicus) , squirrel (Sciurus carolil1el1

sis), raccoon (Procyon lotor), etc., fall into this

category. A proximal calcaneus with some

damage was identified as "small carnivore."

Seasonality Indicators
Season of occupation can be suggested
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by the presence of unfused bones of certain
species. One left frontal bone of a newborn, if
not foetal, deer was identified in the Wyman
collection (#40211). Studies of modern deer
populations in Massachusetts conclude that 96
percent of all fawns are born between May 24
and June 8 (Shaw and McLaughlin 1951 :23).
Assuming this bone was deposited on the shell
heap during the time of occupation, its presence
implies a springtime occupation. This evidence
supports Rhodin's (1992) inference from the
turtle assemblage that the shellheap was occu
pied in summer, beginning in late spring.

While deer, muskrat, beaver, squirrel,
raccoon, turkey, and fish are available in all
seasons, woodchuck and water snake are avail
able generally in warm weather months. The
woodchuck awakes from hibernation in early
spring and is available until late fall (Godin
1977:90). The activity of the Northern water
snake has been recorded as early as March 3rd
and as late as November 3rd in the northeastern
region (Wright and Wright 1957:511).

Bone Tools and Modifications
Two long bone shaft fragments (BS-N54

and BS-N-71) of a medium/large mammal

exhibit polish. BS-N-71 measures 13 mm x 10
mm. One edge was smoothed. The other edge
shows an ancient break. BS-N-54 is rounded
on both margins, indicating it is a complete
mid-section of a pointed awl-like tool. It is 16
mm in length and is 7 mm at the wider end,
tapering down to 4 mm. It has a dull polish
with striations running horizontally across the
width of the fragment. A third shaft fragment
(BS-N-82) measuring 53 mm x 10 mm shows
modification. Both lateral edges are smoothed.

A left deer (BS-N-43) ulna was found in
two pieces which were matched together. The
break is an ancient one since the broken edges
of both fragments are extremely weathered.
Both fragments are abraded. The larger frag-
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ment shows six parallel cut marks on the anteri
or margin just below the articular facet. The
distal end begins to taper, suggesting it was
shaped into a point. When fit together, the tool
measures 60 mm in length.

One complete tool (#40213) was found
in the Wyman collection. A left ulna of deer,
measuring 140 mm long, had been shaped into

a point. Polish and abrasion marks are visible
distally all around the pointed end. One cut
mark is visible just above the articular facet.

BS-N-49 is a long bone shaft fragment

of a large bird measuring 23 mm x 11 mm.
The exterior of the bone fragment shows a
series of cut marks on one end with parallel
striations running lengthwise at an oblique angle
across the bone.

One medium/large mammal long bone
shaft fragment, BS-N-62, showed cut marks and
possibly a carnivore tooth mark. Calcination or
other evidence of having been burned was noted
in nine fragments (BS-N-69).

Fish Bone
Fish are represented by six bones

weighing a total of 1.1 grams.
Five incomplete bones were identified

in the Ben Smith collection (#N-8, #N-31,
#N-60, #N-79, #N-80). One bone (#N-31) was
identified as the tip of a left mandible of chain

pickerel (Esox niger). A second bone fragment
is a pectoral spine of a catfish (lctaluridae),
even though it does not exactly match the
modern hornpout found in Southern New Eng
land (Higuchi, personal communication, 1992).

One complete fish bone was found in
the Sears collection (#10382) - a pharyngeal
tooth plate from the throat of a fallfish (Semo

tilus corporalis). The fallfish is distributed
widely in the northeast and generally prefers
clear streams and lakes. In smaller streams
they may reach a maximum size of 10 to 15
inches (25-37 cm). They are not rated highly
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on the gastronomic scale--Thoreau has said
"... it tastes like brown paper salted" (R. A.
Jones in McClane 1965:232-233).

Both pickerel and fallfish are easily
caught in summer and may be taken through the
ice in winter.

Bird Bone
Excluding the one chicken bone, 12 bird

bones weighing a total of 7.5 grams were
identified. None was complete. Both leg and
wing elements are present. A left humerus of
turkey (Meleagris) is in the Wyman collection
(#40211). A left distal femur shaft (BS-#N-46)
is probably turkey. A left tibiotarsus shaft
fragment (BS-#N-47) and eight shaft fragments
(BS-#N-49 and BS-#N-78) are identified as
large bird. A cut mark and evidence of abra
sion were noted on N-49. One poorly pre

served right proximal carpometacarpal (wing
bone) of a duck-sized bird (BS-#N-32) could
not be identified to species.

Turkey was present in the Concord area
well into the 1800s (Brewster 1906: 175). In
1972, turkeys were successfully reintroduced to
western Massachusetts (Benson 1990).

Conclusion
The faunal assemblage from Clamshell

Bluff, a limited sample though it is, suggests

that those living on or near the site exploited a
broad base of resources, both riverine and
terrestrial. Shellfish, mammals, birds, fish,
turtle, and probably snake were caught for
food, while skins likely were used for clothing
and other important items. There is direct
evidence that bone was used for tools at this

site, since several were identified in the assem
blage.

The faunal data strongly suggest that
people were living on or very near this location
beginning in spring and remaining into autumn.
The wide range of species present in such a
small sample points to the plentiful resources,
from a variety of habitats, available to residents
of the Concord basin during the Late Archaic
period.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL TURTLE BONE REMAINS FROM CONCORD SHELL HEAP

Anders G. J. Rhodin

Archaeological turtle bone remains from
the Concord Shell Heap site constitute a total of
599 fragments contained in the collections of
Jeffries Wyman (1867) and Benjamin Smith
(1925-1946). The former of these is a small
collection of 25 bone fragments, all well pre
served and easily identifiable to species. The
latter collection amassed by Smith is much
larger, comprising 574 fragments, and consist
ing of a larger variety of pieces, many very
small and fragmentary, others large and readily
identified. Preliminary results of the identifica
tions of turtle species in the Smith collection
have previously been published by Rhodin and
Largy (1984) and Rhodin (1986, 1992).

The Wyman collection of 25 bone
fragments was 100% identifiable to three spe
cies of turtles: stinkpot turtle, Sternotherus
odoratus, 14 fragments; painted turtle, Chrys
emys picta, 10 fragments; and redbelly turtle,
Pseudemys rubriventris, 1 fragment,

The Smith collection of 574 bone frag
ments yielded 348 (60.6%) identifiable frag
ments, representing eight different species of
turtles: stinkpot turtle, 60 fragments; painted
turtle, 119 fragments; redbelly turtle, 68 frag
ments; snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina, 23
fragments; wood turtle, Clemmys insculpta, 11
fragments; Blanding's turtle, Emydoidea bland
ingii, 11 fragments; box turtle, Terrapene
carolina, 46 fragments; and spotted turtle,
Clemmys guttata, 10 fragments.

No significant differences are apparent
between the two collections regarding proven
ience from within the Concord Shell Heap site,

Copyright 1995 Anders G. J. Rhodin

so all further discussion and analysis of turtle
bone remains will combine the data from the
two collections and treat the data set as a single
entity.

Analyzing the collection as a whole,
there are 599 fragments of turtle bone, of which
373 (62.3%) are identifiable to species. The
total mass of turtle bones is 327.5 g, of which
276,3 g (84.4%) is identifiable to species. The
higher percentage of mass identified reflects the
fact that the small and fragmentary pieces were
not as easily identifiable as the larger, heavier
pieces.

Turtle Species Present

The eight species of turtles recorded
from Concord Shell Heap compose essentially
the entire present freshwater and terrestrial
turtle fauna of eastern New England. Only
three other species could possibly be peripheral
ly included: the estuarine diamondback terrapin
(Malaclemys terrapin) which is presently con
fined to a few isolated localities on Cape Cod
and the Connecticut shore, the freshwater bog
turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergil) which is ex
tremely rare and exists only in a few small
disjunct populations in extreme western Massa
chusetts and Connecticut, and the eastern mud
turtle (Kinostemon subrubrum), which reaches
the northern limit of its present-day range in the
greater New York City area, possibly including
extreme southwestern Connecticut.

In terms of number of fragments, the
most common turtle species found at Concord
Shell Heap is the painted turtle (Chrysemys

This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic reproduction, re-distribution,  
re-selling,loan or sub-licensing, systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is expressly forbidden. ©2011 Massachusetts Archaeological Society.
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picta), represented by 129 fragments (34.6% of
the total). The painted turtle is a small aquatic
species averaging 5 to 7 inches (13-18 cm) in
carapace length. It is an abundant, highly
gregarious species, often seen basking in great
numbers on logs and rocks, and is easily the
most conspicuous member of the New England
turtle fauna. In Massachusetts, it is active from
about April to October, and does not estivate
during the warm summer months.

The second most common species in
terms of number of fragments found is the
musk turtle (Sternotherus odoratus) , represented
by 74 fragments (19.8%). This is a common,
very small aquatic species, averaging 3 to 4

inches (8-10 cm) in carapace length. It is the
smallest turtle found at Concord, with very
little edible meat. It is also known as the
stinkpot turtle and exudes an extremely foul
smelling musk when handled. It is active from

about April to October and is most easily
encountered in marshes or shallow still bodies
of water with extensive aquatic vegetation.

The third most common turtle species
(in terms of number of fragments) is the red
belly turtle (Pseudemys rubriventris) , represent
ed by 69 fragments (18.5%). The redbelly was
the second largest turtle available to the local
inhabitants, reaching a carapace length of 10 to
12 inches (25-30 cm). Like the smaller painted
turtle, it is a conspicuous basker and also active
from about April to October. It is good to eat,
and as recently as the turn of the century was
commonly sold in food markets in the Chesa
peake Bay region and Washington D.C. A
sample of redbelly bone from the site used for
radiocarbon dating yielded a ol3C-corrected age
of 4,660 + 70 14C years B.P. Deer bone from
the site gave a ol3C-corrected age of 4,410 +
70 14C years B.P. (Blancke 1995).

The fourth most common species of
turtle at Concord is the box turtle (Terrapene

carolina), represented by 46 fragments (12.3
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%). In Massachusetts, this species occurs at
the extreme northern limit of its range. It is a
moderately common, though solitary, small
terrestrial species, averaging 4 to 6 inches (10
15 cm) in carapace length. It typically occupies
woodlands and fields, but can also be found in
marshes and swamps. It tends to emerge from
terrestrial hibernation somewhat late in the
spring, usually after painted turtles in April,
and often partially estivates during hot periods
in the summer.

The fifth most common turtle species is
the snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina) ,

represented by 23 fragtp.ents (6.2%). Of the
turtle species recorded at Concord, it is the
largest, with individuals reaching 12 to 15
inches (30-38 cm) in carapace length. It is a
highly aquatic species which does not bask, but
can often be found close to shore in mud shal
lows. It is active from April to October, and is

often found wandering on land during nesting
season in June. Large individuals can weigh
from 30 to 50 pounds (14-23 kg) and yield a
good quantity of delicious meat. Commercial
exploitation of snappers for meat and soup still
occurs in our society today.

The sixth and seventh most common
turtle species found at Concord are the Blan
ding's turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) and the

wood turtle (Clemmys insculpta) , represented by
11 fragments each (2.9% each). Blanding's
turtle is a locally abundant but highly disjunct
species occurring in only a few localities in
eastern New England. It is a medium to rela
tively large semi-aquatic species, averaging
about 8 to 10 inches (20-25 cm) in carapace
length, often found basking singly or in small
groups. Both males and females may spend
considerable time on land during spring and
nesting season. The wood turtle is a moderately
common, solitary, medium sized terrestrial
species, averaging about 6 to 8 inches (15-20
cm) in carapace length. Its habitat is similar to
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Table 1. Turtle Bone Measurements,

Number of Mass of Min. No. Avg.Mass Approximate

Fra~ments Fragments Individuals Individual Total Mass

Species No. % gms. % No. % gms. gms. %

Pseudemys rubriventris 69 18.5 122.9 44.5 4 9.8 3,418 13,672 46.9
Chelvdra serpentina 23 6.2 25.2 9.1 1 2.4 5,250 5,250 18.0
Chrysemys pieta 129 34.6 47.5 17.2 18 43.9 228 4,104 14.1
Emvdoidea blandinRii 11 2.9 15.0 5.4 2 4.9 1,326 2,652 9.1
Sternotherus odoratus 74 19.8 19.5 7.1 11 26.8 145 1,595 5.5
Clemmvs inseulvta 11 2.9 11.3 4.1 1 2.4 845 845 2.9
Terrapene carolina 46 12.3 29.8 10.8 2 4.9 323 646 2.2
Clemmvs Ruttata 10 2.7 5.1 1.8 2 4.9 189 378 1.3
TOTALS IDENTIFlED 373 62.3 276.3 84.4 41 29,142

UNIDENI1FlBJ 226 37.7 51.2 15.6
OVERALL TOTALS 599 327.5

Figure 1. Types of Analysis.
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the box turtle, except that it hibernates in
streams, and is active somewhat earlier, from

about March to October.
The least common turtle species is the

spotted turtle (Clemmys guttata) , represented by
10 fragments (2.7%). The spotted turtle is a
small aquatic species, averaging 4 to 5 inches
(10-13 cm) in carapace length. Though now
somewhat uncommon and localized, it was
historically a relatively common and often
locally abundant turtle, usually found in cran

berry bogs and other shallow ponds and marsh
es with extensive vegetation. In Massachusetts,
it is active from about March to October,
usually with a period of relative estivation
during the warmest summer months. It emer
ges from hibernation earlier in the spring than
the painted turtle, and is often replaced by the
painted turtle in the same microhabitat during

late spring and early summer as the tempera
tures rise.

Chelonian Faunal Analysis

In terms of the percentage composition
of the turtle species present in this faunal mate
rial, analysis has been carried out in four
different ways:

1. Number of fragments of each species as
a percentage of the total number of identifiable
turtle fragments.

2. Mass of fragments of each species as a
percentage of the total mass of the identifiable
turtle fragments.

3. Minimum number of individuals of each
species as a percentage of the total minimum
number of turtles.

4. Total mass of each species as a percent
age of the total mass of all turtles, based on the
minimum number of individuals and average
mass of each of the individual species.

Rhodin: Turtle Bone from Concord Shell Heap

The results of these four types of analy
sis are presented in Table I and Figure 1. In
terms of percentage of number of fragments

present, the painted turtle (Chrysemys picta) is
the most common (34.6%), the musk turtle

(Sternotherus odoratus) second most common
(19.8%), and the redbelly turtle (Pseudemys

rubriventris) third most common (18.5%). The
same three species are also the most common
when analyzed as a percentage of minimum
number of individuals (43.9%, 26.8%, and
9.8% respectively). However, when examining

percentage of mass of fragments present, the
redbelly turtle is the most common (44.5%),
the painted turtle second most common (17.2
%), and the box turtle (Terrapene carolina)

third most common (10.8 %). In addition, when
one looks at total mass based on minimum
numbers of individuals and their average mass,

the redbelly is once again the most common
species (46.9%) with the snapping turtle (Chel

ydra serpentina) second most common (18.0 %),
and painted turtles third most common (14.1 %).

The apparent percentage compositions
of the turtle fauna differ markedly depending on
the type of analysis performed. These differ
ences are at least partially directly and predict
ably affected by the taphonomic differences in
bone preservation due to differences in body
mass and bone biodegradability of the various

turtle species preserved in the faunal collection.
Large bones from large turtles are more likely
to be well-preserved, found, and identified,
than smaller bones from smaller turtles. Also,
thick dense bones are more readily preserved
than thin porous ones, and the relative abun
dance of each type of bone within each turtle
species helps determine how likely one is to
find preserved bones of that particular species.

Snapping turtles are large animals and
even a single specimen can supply a large
amount of delicious food. One might therefore
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logically expect to find a high percentage of
snapper bones in the faunal collection. Howev

er, a large percentage of their bones are ex
tremely thin and porous and thereby easily

biodegradable over time. Therefore, resultant
fragment counts and actual mass of bones

preserved from snapping turtles probably signif
icantly underestimate their actual prominence

and importance in the overall subsistence diet.
Redbelly turtles are also relatively large ani

mals, but with a high percentage of very thick,

dense, and durable bone. Fragment counts and

mass of bones preserved from redbelly turtles
may therefore actually overestimate their rela

tive abundance in the diet. Blanding's and
wood turtles are a bit smaller than redbellies

with similarly dense but thinner bone. Painted,
box, and spotted turtles are much smaller

animals, also with thin but relatively easily

preserved bone. Musk turtles are the smallest

of all, with a somewhat reduced smaller bony
shell, but no appreciable difference in bone

quality from painteds or spotteds.
If one then adds a "corrective taphono

mic factor" for bone preservability to the analy
sis of the relative percentage of turtle species

utilized at Concord Shell Heap, one would

predict that snapping turtles were relatively

more common than the record accounts for, and

that redbellies were relatively less common.

Overall, in terms of the total mass of turtle
species utilized for the subsistence diet, it

appears probable that snapping and redbelly
turtles probably constituted more or less equal

major components of the turtle diet, with paint
ed turtles next most common, followed by all

the other less prevalent species. Of note is that
musk turtles were evidently collected in rela
tively large numbers, but because of their very
small size did not contribute much to the total

mass of turtles in the diet.

Chelonian Zooarchaeology

A chelonian zooarchaeological analysis
of the turtle fauna recorded at Concord Shell
Heap can now be performed in comparison with
other New England midden finds where the
chelonian material has been sufficient to yield
significant results. The sites compared are: 1)
Concord Shell Heap, Concord, Massachusetts,
identifications of turtle bone by Rhodin (present
study); 2) Flagg Swamp Rockshelter, Marlboro,
Massachusetts, identifications of turtle bone by
Huntington and Shaw (1982); 3) Cedar Swamp,
Westborough, Massa~husetts, identifications by
Rhodin (1986, 1992); 4) Sewall's Falls, Con
cord, New Hampshire, identifications by Rho
din, preliminary findings published by Howe
(1988); 5) Olsen site, Cushing, Maine, identifi
cations by Rhodin, preliminary findings report
ed by Downs (1987), site described by Spiess
and Eldridge (1985); and 6) Ellis Island, Hud
son River mouth, New Jersey, identifications by
Rhodin, site described by Pousson (1986:253).
Four of these sites are within the Merrimack
River drainage basin, three in the Concord
River drainage. One site is from northeastern
coastal Maine, one site from extreme south
western New England in the New York region.
These sites are recorded on the map in Figure
2 and the chelonian zooarchaeological analysis
in Table II and Figure 3. Portions of this
analysis have previously been published by
Rhodin. (1992).

Of particular note in comparing the six
turtle assemblages are the relative percentages
of painted (Chrysemys pieta) vs. spotted (Clem

mys guttata) turtles. Because of the habits of
these two species, it sometimes becomes possi
ble to infer patterns of seasonal site usage based
on their relative frequencies in New England
prehistoric faunal assemblages. Within a given
natural habitat where the two species are locally
microsympatric (i.e. occur together), spotted
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Figure 2. Sites mentioned: (1) Concord Shell
Heap; (2) Flagg Swamp; (3) Cedar Swamp; (4)
Sewall's Falls; (5) Olsen Site; (6) Ellis Island.

turtles are extremely common and easily cap
tured in the early spring from about March to
about May, and then become increasingly
difficult to locate as they begin to estivate or
become more cryptically active under the
vegetation during the warmer summer months.
During the same time intervals, painted turtles
are relatively scarce in the early spring months
and then become increasingly common as the
weather warms and remain active and conspicu
ous during the summer. By comparing the
percentages of painted vs. spotted turtles in an
assemblage it may be possible to predict wheth
er the site was utilized primarily in the early
spring or in mid-summer.

For example, the Flagg Swamp Rock
shelter in Marlboro was a winter habitation site
subsequently abandoned for the summer (Hun-
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tington 1982). Of the turtle fragments
identified by Huntington and Shaw
(1982), 74% represent spotteds and
only 20% painteds. This supports the
conclusion that Flagg Swamp was a
winter site where the inhabitants proba
bly began collecting spotted turtles in
the early spring as soon as they began
to emerge in March, but probably
stopped collecting and moved to a
summer habitation site before painted
turtles became more common in the
later spring months.

In con~rast, the Concord Shell
Heap site has 35 % painted turtles and
only 3% spotted. This suggests that the
site was primarily a summer habitation,
not occupied until the late spring when
the weather was warm enough to cause
most of the spotted turtles to disappear
into partial estivation. Alternatively, it
is possible that the site was also used in
the early spring, but that no suitable
spotted turtle habitat was found in the
area. This hypothesis would appear less

likely since spotted turtles are presently rela
tively common in the general Concord area.

The percentages of painteds vs. spotteds
for Cedar Swamp are intermediate between
those for Flagg Swamp and Concord Shell
Heap. Painted turtles accounted for 43 % and
spotted turtles 13 %. This may suggest that the
site was neither exclusively a winter to early
spring habitation nor strictly a summer site.
Instead, the percentages support the probability
that Cedar Swamp was an all-year habitation,
where spotted turtles were collected in the early
spring months and then primarily painted turtles
in the later spring and summer months. Two
spotted turtle plastral fragments with visible
growth zones support the supposition that
spotted turtles were being collected at the site
during the early spring months (Rhodin 1986).
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Table 2. Chelonian Zooarchaeological Analysis of Six Sites in the Northeast.

Common Ellis Island Cedar Swamp Rae!! Swamp Concord Sewall's Falls Olsen Site
SPECIES Name n % n % n % n % n % n %
Pseudemvs rubriventris redbellv 0 0.0 1 2.5 0 0.0 69 18.5 0 0.0 0 0.0
Chelydra seroentina 2 2.5 8 20.0 0 0.0 23 6.2 9 25.0 0 0.0
Chrvsemys pieta painted 0 0.0 17 42.5 10 20.4 129 34.6 3 8.3 12 57.1
Sternotheros odoratus musk 0 0.0 4 10.0 0 0.0 74 19.8 1 2.8 0 0.0
Emvdoidea blandin~ii Blandin~'s 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 2.9 0 0.0 0 0.0
Clemmvs inseulpta wood 0 0.0 1 2.5 2 4.1 11 2.9 22 61.1 7 33.3
Terrapene carolina box 14 17.7 4 10.0 1 2.0 46 12.3 0 0.0 0 0.0
Clemmvs ~uttata Ispotted 27 34.2 5 12.5 36 73.5 10 2.7 1 2.8 2 9.5
Malaclemvs terrapin diamondback 21 26.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Clemmys muhlenber~ii boe 11 13.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Kinosternon subrubrum mud 4 5.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

TOTALS 79 40 49 373 36 21

Figure 2. Chelonian Zooarchaeological Analysis.
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The high percentage of painted turtles suggests
the probability that the site was also being
actively used during the summer months.
These findings support Warfield's (1986) con
clusion that Cedar Swamp was a relatively
permanent habitation, where the inhabitants had
created a structured site with a complete social
group subsisting on a wide local resource base.

The extremely low percentages of either
painted or spotted turtles at Sewall's Falls site
in New Hampshire suggest a local scarcity of
these species. The correspondingly high per
centage of wood (Clemmys insculpta) and

snapping turtles (Chelydra serpentina) , more
cold-tolerant than either painteds or spotteds,
suggest that Sewall's Falls site was inhabited
during a period of time when the climate there
was colder than it is now. The percentages of
turtles in the prehistoric fauna are more similar
to some areas of present-day Canada such as
northern Nova Scotia, where wood and snap
ping turtles are abundant, but painted turtles
uncommon and spotted turtles absent. The
present-day turtle fauna of the general Sewall's
Falls area resembles that of prehistoric Concord
Shell Heap or Cedar Swamp (with the exception
of redbelly and box turtles which are not known
to occur in New Hampshire).

The percentages of painteds and spot
teds at Olsen site in Maine suggest an all-year
habitation at about the northern limit of the
range for spotted turtles, where painteds consti
tute the majority of the relatively depauperate
turtle fauna, but spotteds were collected when
available, and the cold-tolerant wood turtle was
relatively abundant. The absence of snapping
turtle bone from Olsen site is surprising, but
may simply reflect the relatively small size of
the sample available for analysis or possibly
taphonomic factors such as accelerated degrada
tion of porous snapping turtle bones in the more
humid coastal environment. However, other
coastal sites in south-central Maine have yielded

Rhodin: Turtle Bone from Concord Shell Heap

snapping turtle bone (e.g. Basin site in Phipps
burg; Waters 1965).

Both Sewall's Falls and Olsen sites are
located north of the northern range limit of
redbelly and box turtles, so their absence in
those faunas is not surprising, and the distribu
tion of Blanding's turtles is extremely disjunct,
so their absence from those sites is not unex
pected. Box turtles (Terrapene carolina) were
only common at the three summer or all-year
habitation sites within the current range of the
species--Concord, Cedar Swamp, and Ellis
Island, and relatively uncommon at the winter

site, Flagg Swamp. Wood turtles (Clemmys

insculpta) were only common at the two north
ern colder climate sites, Sewall's Falls and
Olsen site, less common at the southern warmer
weather sites, Concord, Flagg Swamp, and
Cedar Swamp, and absent at the more southern
Ellis Island site. Musk turtles (Sternotherus

odoratus), though foul smelling and very small,
were obviously utilized by prehistoric man,
being found at three of the six sites, and present
in large numbers at Concord Shell Heap. Their
use in the diet of prehistoric man has also
previously been noted by Adler (1968), with
possible medicinal or ceremonial use being
hypothesized by Hoffmann (1990).

The most southern site, Ellis Island, is
distinct in several ways. First, it is a coastal
site where the inhabitants made extensive use of
the high biological productivity of the estuarine
environment of the Hudson River mouth.
Large numbers of diamondback terrapins (Mal
aclemys terrapin) were collected, constituting
26.6% of the number of fragments identified.
This species is exclusively estuarine in its
habitat, and abundant along the New Jersey
shore. It is considered a delicacy and early in
this century supported a large gourmet food
industry. Also very common at the Ellis Island
site was the spotted turtle, comprising 34.2% of
the identified fragments. Interestingly, no
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painted turtle fragments were found at all, so no
inferences of seasonality can be made from
spotted vs. painted relative abundance. More
likely, these spotteds were collected from a
locally abundant population of spotteds from
coastal bogs and swamps where there were no

painteds present. Also collected from the same
swamps were a few specimens of bog turtles

(Clemmys muhlenbergii - 13.9% of the total),
which often share their habitat with spotted
turtles. The bog turtle is today extremely rare,
but has been collected in modern times on
Staten Island, and in the general area of New
York City. This record from Ellis Island
constitutes the first archaeological record of the
species. Also present in the faunal material

were a few fragments of mud turtle (Kino

sternon subrubrum) , constituting 5.1 % of the
total. Ellis Island is at the extreme northern
limit of the range of this southern species. In
addition, large numbers of box turtle (17.7%)
and a few snappers (2.5 %) round out the turtle
fauna utilized on Ellis Island.

The redbelly turtle (Pseudemys rubri

ventris) is an interesting species that has a

disjunct modern distribution and is currently
extremely rare and restricted in New England.
During the last interglacial period it was proba

bly contiguously distributed all along the emer
gent continental shelf from North Carolina to
New Hampshire. The New England population
of the species now appears to survive only in

one small area of Plymouth County of Massa
chusetts. This population is now isolated,
endangered, and protected. Until recently, it
was felt to represent a distinct subspecies,

Pseudemys rubriventris bangsi, but recent

morphological investigations have failed to
differentiate it from the southern populations of
what used to be the nominate subspecies, which

is currently distributed along the coastal Chesa
peake Bay region from southern New Jersey to
northeastern North Carolina. A recovery plan

for saving the remaining Massachusetts popula
tions is currently in effect (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1985), and knowledge gained
through archaeological studies is helping to
understand the redbelly's former range and to
formulate a conservation policy based on docu

mented former localities.
The former New England distribution of

the redbelly turtle was greater than it is now,
with midden specimens having been found at
several Massachusetts sites where living popula
tions no longer occur: Ipswich (Bullen 1949),
Martha's Vineyard (Waters 1962, 1966), Con
cord (Rhodin and Largy 1984), Westborough
and Wayland (Rhodin 1992). The finds of

redbelly turtle in the latter three localities

confirm the former widespread distribution of
the species in the southern extent of the Merri
mack River drainage basin, especially in the
Concord and Sudbury drainages. Our data

confirms the presence of redbelly turtles at
Concord at 4,660 ± 70 14C years B.P. The
evidence suggests at least partial extirpation of
the redbelly turtle at the hand of prehistoric

man. Certainly it formed a very significant part

of the subsistence diet at the Concord Shell
Heap site. A similar pattern of human-induced
local prehistoric extinction has been document

ed for box turtles in northern New York state
(Adler 1970). Other archaeological redbelly
turtle remains have also been recorded from the
lower Hudson River at Croton Point, New York
(Parris 1987), where the species no longer
occurs. This redbelly material was found in a
midden stratum dated at 5,850 + 200 14C years
B. P., and serves as another datapoint demon

strating the previous contiguous distribution of
this species along the emergent continental shelf
between southern New Jersey and eastern
Massachusetts.

As part of the chelonian zooarchaeo
logical analysis, comparison was also made
between the Concord Shell Heap site and a
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Table 3. Analysis of Newbridge Site (Styles 1981).

Newbridge-Carlin-A DPle Creek, Illinois, Sites Totals (Styles, 1981)
Number of Min. No. Av~.Mass Approximate

Common Fra ments Individuals Individual Total Mass

Species Name No. % No. % gms. gms. %

Chelydra serpentina snapper 26 8.3 7 15.2 5,250 36,750 63.3
Trionvx soiniferus softshell 10 3.2 4 8.7 1,790 7,160 12.3
Trachemys scripta slider 48 15.4 6 13.0 1,150 6,900 11.9
Trionvx mutieus softshell 3 1.0 2 4.3 1,790 3,580 6.2
Terrapene ornata ornate box 163 52.2 11 23.9 323 3,553 6.1
Terrapene carolina box 6 1.9 5 10.9 323 1,615 2.8
Chrysemys pieta loainted 12 3.8 6 13.0 228 1,368 2.4
Sternotherus odoratus musk 21 6.7 4 8.7 145 580 1.0
Kinosternon flaveseens moo 23 7.4 1 2.2 145 145 0.2

TOTALS 312 46 58,071

comparably large and well-analyzed collection
of chelonian faunal remains from the lower
Illinois valley, specifically, the turtles identified
by Styles (1981) in her three closely geographi
cally proximate sites Newbridge, Carlin, and
Apple Creek. Styles identified 312 fragments
to species level and was able to calculate mini
mum numbers of individuals based not only on
repetitive elements, but also on their presence
in discrete episodes of her analysis. For the
purposes of the present comparison, her results
have been summarized and added together for
the three separate sites (see Table 3) and are
hereafter referred to solely as the Newbridge
site. The type of analysis now performed on
her combined data is comparable to that per
formed for the Concord Shell Heap, with the
exception that analysis based on mass of the
fragments could not be carried out.

Of note in comparing the two turtle
faunal assemblages is that each is of about the
same diversity, with eight species recorded at
Concord and nine at Newbridge. Only four of
those species are present in both locations
(snappers, painteds, box, and musk turtles). In
terms of the numbers of fragments, the most
common species at Newbridge was the ornate
box turtle (Terrapene ornata - 52.2%), with the

slider turtle (Trachemys scripta - 15.4%) second
most common, and the snapper third (8.3%).
However, when one takes into account the
minimum numbers of individuals and calculates
out the approximate total mass of each species
available for the subsistence diet, the snapper
becomes by far the most common species, with
fully 63.3% of the identified chelonian fauna.
The reason for this has been elucidated earlier,
due to the taphonomic factors of the biodegrad
ability of snapping turtle bone. In terms of
resource utilization, it certainly makes sense
and would be expected that the site inhabitants
would tend to use the largest turtle species
relatively more than the smaller species, at least
in terms of overall meat consumption. Styles'
data and our calculated numbers bear this out,
not only for the largest snapping turtles, but
also for the other large species. The second
largest turtle in the area is the spiny softshell
(Trionyx spinijerus) and it is also the second
most common species at 12.3%; fourth place in
body size and third place in approximate total
mass goes to the slider (Trachemys scripta 
11.9 %); third place for body size and fourth
place for total mass percentage goes to the
smooth softshell (Trionyx muticus - 6.2%); and
so on down the line, with the smallest turtle
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contributing the least to the approximate total

mass (Kinosternon flavescens [mud turtle] 

0.2%). In comparing this pattern to the one

present in Concord, one notes that the painted

turtle is utilized at Concord to a far greater

extent than one would predict based on its body

size. Despite being relatively small, it was

evidently sought out and constitutes a relatively

high percentage of the diet. Similarly, the very

small musk turtle was actively collected at

Concord in numbers that raise its relative

significance in the diet beyond what one would

expect based on size alone.

Based on the analysis of the turtle

material present at Concord Shell Heap, and the

comparative analysis of the other sites men

tioned, we conclude that this site was primarily

a summer habitation. The relatively high

percentages of small turtles in the diet suggest

a need by the local inhabitants to stretch their

available resources to the greatest extent possi

ble. The presence in their diet of all locally

available turtle species underscores their utiliza

tion of their entire resource base to its fullest.

In conclusion, analysis of the chelonian

zooarchaeology of a prehistoric site can aug

ment our understanding of the resource utiliza

tion patterns of its inhabitants, the climate and

seasonality of the habitation, and the historical

distribution and population trends of the turtle

species encountered, Concord Shell Heap and

the other sites examined in this paper confirm

the value of this type of faunal analysis.
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Note added in proof:
At the last moment, 3 overlooked turtle bones from the Benjamin Smith collection were located in

the Thoreau Lyceum. These bones weigh a total of 0.9 g and are all terminal phalanges of a snapping turtle
(Chelydra serpentina). Taking these bones into consideration brings the total number of turtle bones from
Concord Shell Reap to 602, of which 376 (62.5%) are identifiable to species. The total mass of turtle bones
is now 328.4 g, of which 277.2 g (84.4%) is identifiable to species. The total number of snapping turtle
fragments is now 26 (6.9% of the identified total), weighing 26.1 g (9.4%).
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CLAMSHELL BLUFF: SUMMARY NOTES

Shirley Blancke and Elinor F. Downs

Clamshell Bluff, with its large shell
midden and extensive field habitation site,
attracted historians, archaeologists, and collec
tors, including Henry David Thoreau, for 160
years. Much speculation was generated about
the early peoples who created these sites along
the Sudbury river. By 1985 the Clamshell Bluff
sites had been destroyed for archaeological study
through erosion and construction projects, but
artifact and faunal collections made in the 19th
and early 20th centuries remained in museum
storage and private hands. They were cata
logued, but not systematically analyzed or
interpreted.

Although the value of old collections
was formerly dismissed by archaeologists be
cause of unscientific collection methods, the
development of a site preservation ethic has now
made specialists pay attention to techniques for
the retrieval of information from old data.
When the extent of the lithic and faunal Clam
shell Bluff assemblages in collections became
known, a group of specialists took on the inter
pretive challenge.

Analytic Approaches
In order to define the parameters of the

Concord Shell Heap (midden) and Shell Heap
Field (habitation) sites at Clamshell Bluff, a
provenience analysis of the collections was
undertaken to clarify content and collectors'
methods. Eyewitness accounts of the sites and
their materials provided criteria which allowed
collections to be assigned to one site or the
other. It then became possible to compare sam
ples from the two sites for differences in arti
fact deposition and cultural practices. The main
focus however was directed towards the midden,
the locus of the faunal materials (Blancke).

Copyright 1995 Shirley Blancke & Elinor Downs

As part of the artifact analysis, a detailed
description of projectile point types provided
relative chronological data for age periods and
cultural associations. This relative chronology
was reinforced in one case by radiocarbon
dating, and in another by the discovery that pot
tery was in the profile of the midden. Compar
ing the various types of lithic tools found in the
midden and field sites expanded the information
on artifact types and their relationships to settle
ment and subsistence patterns. A survey of rock
sources used in producing the lithic artifacts
raised the possibility of trade and interaction
with other social groups (Blancke).

The three faunal studies took a broad
look at Clamshell Bluff's ecology and food re
sources through analysis of the midden materi
als. The analyses of the archaeological mam
mal, bird, and fish bones from the Shell Heap
provided a spectrum of riverine and terrestrial
resources over the centuries, and was helpful in
suggesting probable seasons of site occupancy
(Largy). The in-depth study of turtle material
increased understanding of past climates, popu
lation trends of turtle species, food resource
utilization patterns, and seasonality of human
habitation (Rhodin). The laboratory analysis of
the freshwater mussels, which in the past had
formed the bulk of the large shell midden, gave
evidence to help interpret dietary patterns and
season of site occupation (Downs).

Results and Interpretations
The collection, artifact, and faunal

studies indicated that Clamshell Bluff was pri
marily a Late Archaic site with a calibrated
radiocarbon date of 4982+229/-115 B.P. The
analyses of the faunal materials all converged in
finding evidence of summer occupation of the
bluff. It is likely the midden was associated
with a large Late Archaic base camp in the field

This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic reproduction, re-distribution,  
re-selling,loan or sub-licensing, systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is expressly forbidden. ©2011 Massachusetts Archaeological Society.
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where the artifacts represented hunting, fishing,
collecting, and other activities such as wood
working, skin-working, grinding, and fire
making. Projectile points indicated the camp be
longed mainly to people of that phase of the
Small Point tradition represented by Small
Stemmed ill (Squibnocket), and Small Triangle
points, which predominated in both midden and
field. Midden tools were primarily implement
blades and perforators, no doubt useful in the
preparation of shellfish, turtle, and other foods.
Artifact manufacture also took place there. This
summer habitation site may have formed part of
a subsistence pattern in the Concord River
valley, of which Flagg Swamp in Marlborough,
a winter camp of comparable date, was another
part.

The midden is known to have had a
Woodland component, probably Middle Wood
land, from one decorated sherd in the collec
tions, and from Thoreau's description of a
decorated pot in the profile. In the field at this
period a relative paucity of Middle Woodland
projectile points indicated a much smaller camp
than in the Late Archaic period.

The projectile points in the midden
suggested a chronological range from the Middle
Archaic to the Middle Woodland period, but
there are no stratigraphical or other data to
provide independent support for the Middle
Archaic and Early Woodland periods. An even
wider range of projectile points from the field

habitation site, which included the Early Archaic
and Late Woodland periods, suggested that the
location was frequented over a very long period
of time even when shellfish may not have been
collected as a food resource.

The widely divergent sources of lithic
materials used by the Clamshell Bluff occupants,
and the long distances required to obtain them,
suggest that the inhabitants of Clamshell Bluff
traveled widely or carried on trade with neigh
boring groups. The importance of acquiring
superior stone materials for points and tools,
whether for technical or aesthetic reasons, was
clearly evident.

Evidence from the bone studies showed
that a wide spectrum of food resources was
available at Clamshell Bluff. Despite the large
mass of mussel shells in the midden, it seems
probable that the bivalves did not constitute a
major component of the diet, but were summer
season supplements. The relatively high per
centages of small turtle bones in the midden,
along with remains of all the locally available
turtle species, underscored the use of existing
resources to the greatest extent possible.

Thus the different analytic approaches
used in examining the old collected data from
Clamshell Bluff, produced a reassuring consen
sus. Without consultation, the results of inde
pendent studies provided mutually supportive
evidence to describe, with considerable confi
dence, the human and ecological past at Clam
shell Bluff.
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